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Abstract
Experts are looking for ways to improve the monitoring of unstable slopes. A spatial 
decision support system (SDSS) is a software tool that can be used to support an expert 
in making complex decisions when solving problems. Many SDSSs use a geographic 
information system (GIS) to help analyze and manage spatial data. However, many 
GISs do not take advantage of expert knowledge. An expert system (ES) is a program 
that can be used to represent and reason with different kinds of knowledge when solving 
unstructured problems. The ability to find solutions to these problems can be enhanced 
by integrating a GIS and an ES. This research presents a candidate framework that 
represents basic spatial and domain knowledge through ontologies and integrates the 
knowledge within an ES-GIS environment. C Language Integrated Production System 
and ArcGIS provide the ES-GIS framework that is used to demonstrate this candidate 
framework through two small monitoring examples.
iii
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem
As Canadian cities continue to expand, the need for more space and resources to 
support the creation of new infractructure is in high demand. Geotechnical engineers 
- specialists who design, build, and evaluate structures tha t are created to prevent 
destructive mass movements of material (Sharpe, 1960) - are under constant pressure to 
design new structures that will support the new demand and keep human lives safe. In 
Canada, a number of these new growth regions have geologic conditions that make them 
prone to slope failure by landslide. Historically, public and private infrastructures have 
been greatly affected by unstable slope movement (Crozier, 1986). More importantly, 
the potential of a slope failure’s impact on human lives could be devastating (Duchesne 
et al., 2003; Holm et al., 2004). Thus, engineers are in need of tools to help support 
slope hazard management - the process of analyzing and evaluating data in order to 
prevent slope failure (Villeneuve, 2004).
To address the issue of slope failure by landslide, engineers place sensors (e.g. in­
clinometers, extensometers, and piezometers) on and within hazardous slopes. Sensors 
provide useful information that help the engineer understand what processes may cause 
slopes to fail and how this failure can be prevented or delayed (Urgeles et al., 2002). 
Sensors also provide different pieces of information that can be used by engineers to as­
sess risk in areas of construction that involve public or private infrastructure. In order 
to obtain enough information a number of sensors are required to fully appraise the risk 
of these regions. However, quite often, very few sensors are placed on any given active 
slope. This shortcoming is mainly due to the high cost associated with placing sensors 
of the necessary accuracy on a slope. Slope instrumentation can quickly become an ex­
pensive avenue for analysis and evaluation of unstable slopes. Historically, installation 
of a single cluster of 10-25 sensors on a slope could cost upwards of one million dollars,
1
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depending on the desired accuracy of the instrument (Franklin, 1982). Current costs 
can be similar, with cheaper sensors offset by higher labour costs. Therefore, the slopes 
of greatest concern only bear a few sensors at most while the remaining active slopes 
are not instrumented at all; unstable slopes that are not instrumented are periodically 
inspected by engineers.
Two different scenarios arise in slope hazard management. First, slopes are not 
monitored with sensors. In this situation the engineers visually inspect slopes period­
ically during the course of a year. Based on the visual inspection and many years of 
training and experience, engineers determine if any necessary action is required (Vil- 
leneuve, 2004). For example, an engineer may observe a depression in a slope that did 
not previously exist. Depending on the extremity of the depression an engineer will 
take an appropriate action, for example, placing sensors on and within the depression 
so that further analyses can be performed. Second, and more relevant to this thesis, 
active slopes are monitored with sensors. In this situation the number of sensors used 
to monitor a slope is often very small (e.g. 2-5 clusters). Sensors are therefore designed 
in a fashion that allow several important measurements to be taken. The information 
created by sensors is collected from engineers going into the field, reading values from 
the sensors, and recording the data in a log book. This process is repeated as deemed 
necessary by site experts and regulatory agencies. Recorded values are brought back to 
the office for post-processing using a computer. Alternatively, and increasingly more 
common, the sensors report their data via wired or wireless telemetry directly into a 
remote database.
W ith data in hand, engineers can evaluate the quality of data and perform various 
analyses. In the case of a well instrumented slope, the amount of information produced 
by each sensor is overwhelming for one individual to process, which is often the state 
of affairs in unstable slope management. In addition, the person evaluating the data 
must take into account the complex geologic processes that are taking place in the
2
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environment. For much of the data analyses, engineers rely to a great extent on 
their tacit knowledge - knowledge that is nearly impossible to express by writing it 
down and difficult to teach to others. This type of knowledge usually taught through 
demonstration and learned by practicing (Norman, 2002). This implied knowledge 
is used to make decisions related to any situation that may be present during the 
analyses. For example, an unanticipated spike in sensor values may lead an engineer 
to monitor the sensor more frequently suspecting that some kind of slope movement 
may be imminent. In general, engineers are in need of better tools for unstable slope 
management (Villeneuve, 2004).
The Geotechnical In-Situ Sensor Technology (GIST) Network is a research group, 
funded by the GEOmatics for Informed DEcisions (GEOIDE) Network of Centres 
of Excellence, created to work on improving the current state of technology when 
monitoring unstable slopes. One of the group’s main objectives is to develop a Decision 
Support System  (DSS) - an information system that combines relevant models and data 
to aid an expert in making difficult decisions and assist with relevant problem-solving 
activities (Turban et al., 2005). The term expert, as used in the definition of a DSS, 
refers to the aforementioned geotechnical engineers or site experts (i.e. domain experts) 
- individuals heavily involved with slope monitoring processes. It is important to point 
out that the DSS is being designed in a fashion that will assist the expert in solving 
problems they faced when monitoring unstable slopes. For example, the DSS is capable 
of suggesting potential solutions or performing functions that are easily computerized, 
but it does not solve the problem itself (Case, 1992; Fan and Graniero, 2004). Acquiring 
and evaluating sensor data in near-real-time is one of many examples of an assistive 
task. A DSS can be used by an expert as a tool to help obtain a deeper understanding 
of the monitored slope’s instability. W ith this deeper understanding the expert may 
be able to indicate the factors that lead to slope failure and thus, take the necessary 
actions to help prevent a possible disaster.
3
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A DSS can be an extremely useful tool for an expert, but its general definition 
does not explicitly incorporate a way to handle spatial features, spatially explicit ob­
servations, and their unique relationships, which is vital for a tool that will be used 
to monitor active slopes. A Spatial Decision Support System  (SDSS) is defined as a 
software tool that can be used to support an expert in making difficult decisions and 
assist with semi-structured problem solving when spatial information is crucial to the 
decision-making process (Malczewski, 1999). A SDSS incorporates the necessary spa­
tial information tha t is missing in a standard DSS. Furthermore, all benefits exhibited 
by a DSS are inherited by a SDSS. Still, the more specialized SDSS allows the expert 
to better assess hazardous slopes. For example, computers can be used to gather data 
from sensors in a near-real-time fashion using newly developed sensor web technol­
ogy (Delin, 2002). This provides the expert with access to data on a regular basis as 
opposed to a longer revisit cycle. Increased frequency in data collected and analyses 
performed can lead to an improved understanding, increasing the chances that slope 
failure is prevented or detected, thus increasing the safety of the public.
1.2 C onceptual Framework
A DSS can be broken down logically into the following components: Knowledge- 
Base Subsystem (KBS), Database Management System  (DBMS), External Models, Or­
ganizational Knowledge-Base, and Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Turban et al., 2005) 
(Figure 1). Solid lines with arrow heads represent communication channels between the 
components, meaning messages can be passed between components to allow for com­
munication. For example, the KBS can make a request for information in the internal 
database managed by the DBMS. Since a communication channel exists between the 
KBS and DBMS, the DBMS can respond to the request. In this scenario the DBMS 
would obtain the requested information and return the information from the internal 
database back to the KBS. Dashed boxes in Figure 1 represent components that are
4
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Figure 1: A visual representation of the main pieces of a DSS (adapted from Turban 
et al. (2005)).
At the centre of Figure 1 is the KBS. The KBS is significant to the DSS because 
it is the piece that demonstrates system intelligence and augments the expert user’s 
knowledge. The term intelligence is being used in a very loose manner and will be 
examined in more detail through an example later on. In order to exhibit intelligence 
the KBS captures declarative knowledge that can be expressed by experts. Declarative 
knowledge is knowledge that can be expressed in terms of facts and rules (i.e. heuris­
tics), and is easy to write down and teach to others (Norman, 2002). For example, a 
DSS’s KBS can have a rule of thumb that reports on uncharacteristic trends in data 
that a site expert could express in the following way: Send a notification if ‘sensor one’
5
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exceeds a given threshold. The KBS can additionally supplement the expert user’s 
activities to improve their productivity. Following the same example, ‘sensor one’ data 
can be observed by the DSS, instead of the expert, through the rule of thumb estab­
lished in the KBS. If the data unexpectedly increases past the threshold set by the 
expert, then a notification can be sent by the KBS to the user. Upon notification, the 
expert can then take the appropriate actions to address the new trend. In general, 
a slope would be instrumented with more than a single sensor. The heuristics could 
capture knowledge about subtle relationships between sensors and the spatial patterns 
observable in their data. Therefore, the ability to capture declarative knowledge in the 
KBS of a DSS can alleviate the need for an expert to tediously monitor near-real-time 
data.
A DBMS is a collection of software used to organize, add, verify, store, and retrieve 
a collection of related information in a database (Date, 1999). For example, data pro­
duced by sensors monitoring slopes can be stored in a database and retrieved using the 
DBMS. A DBMS is important because it is where data for a DSS are stored, managed, 
and efficiently maintained. A DBMS is an effective way to retrieve data through a 
query language called Structured Query Language (SQL) (Tow, 2004). Data retrieved 
from the database, through an SQL statement, can be examined and evaluated with the 
heuristic knowledge represented in the KBS. In addition, the DBMS system is respon­
sible for managing both internal and external databases. Internal databases represent 
information tha t is stored internally in a DSS. For example, sensor data can be entered 
directly into a database in a DSS. External databases are used to obtain data from 
databases not stored within the DSS. For example, some real-time data aquisition soft­
ware tools, such as ProbeFusion (Graniero and Miller, 2003), create databases of sensor 
data that can be accessed via intranets or the internet. Accessing external databases 
allows the DBMS to support this emerging form of data aquisition.
External Models, Organizational Knowledge-Base, and the GUI are important
6
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pieces of the DSS framework represented in Figure 1. They are not central to the 
scope of this thesis, but are given a brief description here for the sake of complete­
ness. A more detailed discussion of each is contained in Turban et al. (2005). External 
Models are used to represent domain-dependent tools that are used by engineers or 
experts to perform different analyses on the data. For example, different risk assess­
ment models, classification tools, and slope behaviour models are constantly used by 
experts to assess active slopes (reviewed in Villeneuve (2004)). A DSS would use the 
communication channel that exists between the KBS and External Models to call upon 
and execute the aforementioned tools, and use the results with the KBS heuristic rules. 
The second piece, Organizational Knowledge-Base, is useful for storing historical data 
that may have been recorded in the past. Case studies of slopes that have similar char­
acteristics can be stored here and called upon by the KBS to help evaluate new and 
unfamiliar slopes presented to the DSS, referred to as Case-Based Reasoning (Aamodt 
and Plaza, 1994). The GUI is a user interface tha t allows a user to interact with the 
DSS in order to achieve some desired task.
The framework of a DSS does not allow for an easy way to represent spatial features 
and the relationships tha t exist between them (e.g. topology). The concept of a 
SDSS was introduced to address this new requirement. A SDSS allows for explicit 
representation of spatial features that can be manipulated within the support system 
structure. More accurately, a Geographic Information System  (GIS) - a computer tool 
that integrates software, hardware, and data to support spatial analysis and problem­
solving (DeMers, 2005) - is used to represent spatial features. Users of a GIS are able 
to perform a set of analyses visually and quantitatively, especially in scenarios where 
data can be linked to geographic maps. In addition, a GIS incorporates a DBMS that 
manages spatial data; a GUI, responsible for translating user queries into meaningful 
action; and to some extent External Models, domain-specific tools already built into 
the GIS (DeMers, 2005). A GIS can easily be viewed as an instance of a SDSS.
7
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However, a GIS in its current form does not contain a communication channel to a 
KBS. Consequently, connecting a GIS with a KBS will create a SDSS tool that can 
take advantage of the KBS (see Figure 2 for a visual representation of this idea).
Q E xpert
G eographical Information S y ste m s (GIS)
Internal D S S ^ — ►rs
D a t a b a s e
External J




D a t a b a s e
K n ow led ge-B ase
S u b sy stem
(KBS)
j  M is s in g  C o m m u n ic a t io n  
* " * C h a n n e l
Communication Channel
Figure 2: A visual representation of the main pieces of the proposed SDSS framework.
Merging the GIS, a spatial decision support tool, with the KBS of the DSS frame­
work is incomplete; there is a missing link between the GIS and the KBS. The missing 
connection between the GIS and KBS is illustrated by a dashed arrow followed by a 
question mark in Figure 2. Because a GIS does not assist users in an intelligent way, 
the missing link is evident in the current form of a GIS. Nevertheless, the GIS does 
aid the user in a lower-level, data-centric way. However, if the addition of a commu­
nication link can be established between the GIS and the KBS, then the reasoning 
capabilities of the KBS could be exploited by a GIS. As a consequence of this new 
communication link, a GIS can support the user at a higher-level, information-centric
8
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or semantic-centric way. To further understand how this new channel can be used to 
improve the intelligence of a GIS, and to demonstrate what is meant by intelligence 
with respect to decision support, a simple example follows.
An expert may wish to perform some calculation on sample data points taken from 
a study area that is composed of an assemblage of distinct rock masses. The expert 
using the GIS may be unaware that the sample points are distributed among differ­
ent rock masses. The GIS, in its current form, assumes tha t the expert understands 
what he/she is attempting to accomplish and carries through the calculation with no 
recognition of the unrelated subsets. However, the results produced by the GIS appear 
to be unrealistic when compared with the expert’s initial expectation. The expert 
investigates the results further by using his/her experiential knowledge to determine 
that the results are indeed incorrect, confirming the expert’s original suspicion. After 
confirming the unrealistic results, the expert is left with the frustrating task of postu­
lating why the analysis produced unrealistic results. Even after the expert recognizes 
the problem, he/she still needs to spend considerable time selecting the appropriate 
subsets within the data and repeating the calculations in order to perform a correct 
analysis.
If a communication link between the GIS and KBS were in existence, then the GIS 
would be able to exploit the reasoning capabilities of the KBS. For example, a heuristic 
may explicitly state that the measurements are in aggregate when they are all from 
the same rock mass, and that no calculation can be performed when data points are 
spread out among different rock masses. W ith this knowledge, the GIS would have 
been able to identify the situation described in the following way: identifying that 
the calculation attempted by the expert was inappropriate given the sample points 
and accompanying map data showing approximate rockmass boundaries; display a 
meaningful error message to the expert showing that the GIS recognized the incorrect 
state; and an explanation as to why this calculation is meaningless given the sample
9
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points. If, in this scenario, the expert was warned of the incorrect analysis before it 
was performed, then the expert could have acknowledged the issue and corrected it 
before continuing with the computation. A further advantage is gained when less time 
is spent performing a correct analysis of the data, and more time is used thinking about 
how the results will be used to address the risk associated with the active slope. With 
some additional extension of the KBS, the GIS could automatically divide the sample 
set into rock mass groupings and carry out several separate analyses. Thus, if a GIS 
can take advantage of the reasoning mechanism within a KBS, then the productivity 
of the expert can be improved and the computer can play a stronger assistive role in 
complex problem-solving and decision-making (Case, 1992).
The concept of an Expert System  (ES) is necessary in order to create the missing 
communication link between the KBS of a DSS and the GIS. An ES is a program that is 
used to represent and reason with knowledge in a domain of interest to solve problems 
or to give advice on how a problem may be solved (Jackson, 1999). The ES is used 
to represent and reason with various kinds of declarative knowledge by capturing the 
semantics of objects in the world of interest (Hakimpour and Timpf, 2002; Norman, 
2002). The link between the GIS and the ES completes a SDSS framework that captures 
all of the advantages of a DSS. The SDSS framework can be viewed in Figure 3.
10
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Figure 3: An ES filling the missing communication channel necessary to link the GIS 
with the KBS and create a SDSS framework.
1.3 K nowledge and Semantics: Technical and H um an Issues
Many technical and human issues need to be resolved before making use of the 
proposed SDSS framework to create unstable slope monitoring tools. When multi­
disciplinary research networks such as GIST are created to solve complex problems 
that incorporate many different areas of specialization, the group tends to experience 
great difficulties communicating during the initial stages of interaction. The problem 
arises when different disciplines within the group represent similar concepts in distinctly 
different ways when describing a problem domain based on the terms and paradigms 
that have evolved in each group’s professional culture. The polysemy - the ambuguity 
of a word or phase that is used to express two or more different meanings (Fellbaum, 
1998) - of common terms is one of the primary causes of misunderstanding between 
different group members during the initial project startup. For instance, consider the 
term remote: from the viewpoint of a field scientist, it can refer to a great distance
11
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over space; a sensor designer may think not in direct contact; and a programmer could 
interpret it as very unlikely. This simple example demonstrates the confusion that 
makes the process of capturing declarative knowledge a difficult one.
The difficulty associated with knowledge aquisition is not unique and is known as 
the knowledge acquisition bottleneck in the research community (Motoda et al., 1991; 
Gruber, 1991; Zaff and Snyder, 1993). The variation in mental models among different 
disciplines represented in a research group, otherwise known as semantic heterogeneity 
(Bishr, 1998), leads to ambiguity and confusion. To help reduce the amount of ambi­
guity introduced in the early phases of design, many groups create ontologies - formal 
descriptions of objects and their relationships within a domain of interest (Kuhn, 2002; 
Pundt and Bishr, 2002) - to prevent terminological misunderstandings. An ontology 
provides the backbone for discussing a domain by ensuring tha t the same term is used 
in the same fashion throughout the discussion. Producing a well designed ontology in 
the early stages of development can help provide the neccesary logic needed to repre­
sent the domain of interest. Furthermore, if it is represented in a formal fashion it may 
be used by a computer in a declarative or rule-based programming environment.
1.4 Thesis O bjectives
The goal of my research is to present a candidate framework that represents ba­
sic spatial and domain knowledge through an ontology hierarchy and integrates the 
captured knowledge within an ES-GIS environment. In order to address this goal, my 
objectives include the following:
1. Provide a review of a) GIS, DSS/SDSS, and ES technology and b) software system 
and ontology development methods, and a critical evaluation of how they may 
be applied to the development of a slope hazard management SDSS.
2. Identify and/or adapt a method based on objective 1 to improve ontology devel­
opment for SDSS by multi-disciplinary workgroups.
12
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3. Create a framework that conceptually demonstrates how the ontology hierarchy, 
ES, and GIS are integrated together to create a candidate spatial decision support 
environment.
4. To use ArcAgents, a bridge utility developed by GIST, to connect the C Language 
Integrated Production System (CLIPS), an ES programming environment, and 
ESRI’s ArcGIS 9, a GIS. The first example will be used to demonstrate system 
functionality, while the second example relates the material back to the domain 
under discussion in the thesis. Both examples help demonstrate system generality 
of the ontology hierarchy used to partition the KB of the candidate systems. The 
ES-GIS framework will be illustrated through two small examples:
(a) Construct a simple ontology hierarchy and monitor the riders in a simu­
lated bike race, identifying several spatially driven rider states and events 
to demonstrate the functionality of the proposed system framework.
(b) Demonstrate the generality of the proposed framework by using most of 
the ontology hierarchy to move from the bike race example to monitoring 
inclinometer movements in a simulated unstable slope scenaario.
1.5 Significance o f Research
The research being presented is intended to improve the techniques used in unstable 
slope management. W ith the development of the proposed SDSS tool, experts will 
have access to additional tools that enable them to improve upon existing techniques 
when monitoring unstable slopes. W ith this new integrated tool the SDSS can assist 
experts at a higher level, leaving the experts to spend more of their time thinking about 
problem analyses and solutions. Ultimately this improvement will help reduce some of 
the current frustrations that exist when the expert uses the computer as a tool.
Currently, many experts only review data produced from sensors, monitoring a 
given hazardous slope, approximately once a year. W ith the proposed tool, experts
13
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will be able to more easily monitor a slope more frequently. In addition, the system 
can send alerts to the experts when abnormal situations, as determined by the experts, 
arise. The time gained from this automated process can be used by experts to consider 
and evaluate new alert mechanisms or make additional improvements to the field of 
slope hazard management.
One of the goals of this research is to provide the GIST network with a candidate 
system to prototype tools for demonstration within the research community. In addi­
tion, tools can be displayed to the experts to help extract additional user requirements 
that may not be apparent during the initial prototyping stages. In order to convince 
experts that a tool will be useful for their work, it is important to demonstrate how 
the tool can be set up and used in effective ways.
The research conducted is exploring many open research questions within the sci­
entific community, including but not limited to the following:
1. Can a rule set be established that will produce an effective inference-based mon­
itoring system?
2. If such a system is created, can the system be useful outside of a research envi­
ronment and be useful within the scope of real monitoring problems?
It is the author’s hope tha t this research will add to the ongoing dissemination of 
knowledge currently present within the literature and enhance discussions with other 
researchers in order to extend this work further.
1.6 Chapter O utline
The thesis chapters are broken down to match the thesis objectives outlined 
above. Chapter 2 provides a background review of the basic theory underlying GISs, 
DSSs/SDSSs, ESs, and ontologies. This chapter evaluates how these technologies can 
be applied to a SDSS used to monitor unstable slopes, and addresses part a) of the first
14
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thesis objective. Chapter 3 takes a closer look at software system and ontology devel­
opment methods. A quick review of the current techniques in software system, ES, and 
ontology development are described to draw the distinct parallels in the development 
of SDSSs, ESs and ontologies. The chapter wraps up with a discussion of a new work­
flow methodology that was developed as an outcome of the research being conducted 
in this thesis. This chapter addresses part b) of the first thesis objective, plus the 
second objective. Chapter 4 conceptually demonstrates how the ontology hierarchy, 
ES, and GIS are integrated together to create a candidate framework. The chapter 
also reviews the overarching design goals considered when building the candidate sys­
tems. This chapter addresses the third thesis objective. Chapter 5 uses ArcAgents to 
connect CLIPS and ArcGIS to illustrate two simple monitoring examples. The first 
example looks at monitoring riders in a simulated bike race, by evaluating different 
spatial relationships represented through the ontology hierarchy. The second example 
demonstrates the generality of the candidate system by moving from the first example 
to a simulated unstable slope scenario. This chapter achieves the final objective given 
for this thesis. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of how the design goals
framework. The chapter concludes with a 
plans.
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2 Background
This chapter examines the background of the following areas of research critical to 
the thesis objective: Decision Support Systems (Section 2.1), Spatial Decision Support 
Systems (Section 2.2), Geographic Information Systems (Section 2.3), Expert Systems 
(Section 2.4), and Ontologies (Section 2.5). Each section explores the key technologies 
used in the construction of the candidate support system, and the current state of the 
art in the research literature.
2.1 D ecision Support System s (DSS)
From its inception in the early 1970s to its current day form, the definition of a DSS 
has gone through a number of revisions. The concept of a decision calculus, as proposed 
by Little (1970), outlines some of the initial pieces that are key in the definition of a 
DSS. In this important paper Little examines why managers did not, at the time of 
writing, use decision-making models to perform their jobs. He discovered that most 
managers often found it difficult to use models for some of the following reasons:
1. Difficulty finding models that matched specific control parameters. Most models 
were designed in a general fashion that a manager found difficult to apply to 
his/her explicit needs.
2. Input parameters that were needed to use models required careful planning. The 
time commitment was well above what a manager could normally allocate.
3. Many managers were missing the necessary background needed to properly use 
newer models. They chose easier models because they did not have the time to 
gain the appropriate background knowledge.
4. Most models were not considered because they were incomplete for their specific 
problem and did not incorporate enough parameters.
16
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To address these issues further, Little took a closer look at why managers chose to use 
models, and how they were used. By interviewing managers at a local oil company, 
Little revealed two important observations. The first observation was that decision­
makers (i.e. managers) never relinquished their decision-making to results returned 
from a model run. Alternatively, managers often considered the results for a long pe­
riod of time before making a final decision. The second observation was that managers 
tended to have several analyses performed, developing their own understanding, be­
fore making a difficult decision. Managers used their intuition to predict results, and 
used the real results to re-affirm their educated conjectures. As a result, managers 
used results from the models to develop the next step in the thought process to gain 
a deeper insight into the problem. These two important observations lead to the defi­
nition of a decision calculus, which Little defined as a “model-based set of procedures 
for processing data and judgments to assist a manager in his decision-making.” The 
definition of a decision calculus changed the way models were being constructed for 
decision-makers. Models were then designed as an extension of the decision-maker’s 
ability to think about and analyze problems, and not as a replacement of these analyt­
ical skills (Little, 1970). Gorry and Morton (1971) expanded on the original definition 
of a decision calculus to include the use of a computer support system. This extension 
of the original definition was based on a combination of outcomes from two prior earlier 
studies.
Anthony (1965) discussed the decision-making process as a set of procedures. Using 
management as the area of discussion, Anthony broke the decision-making process into 
a series of steps. At each stage of the process a taxonomy of management activities 
necessary to make a decision is defined. With an explicit set of procedures outlined, 
an organization can measure and evaluate decisions made by employees. More impor­
tantly, Anthony established that the problem-solving process can be explicitly broken 
down into a set of procedures when making decisions. In general, this observation
17
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can be applied to any application requiring problem-solving skills. Recognition of a 
structured problem-solving approach was key in making the computer an important 
part of the decision-making process.
Simon (1960) showed that any decision-making problem can be mapped to a deci­
sion continuum, presenting the concept of a structured decision (Figure 4). A struc­
tured decision is defined as a problem that is routine, meaning the decision-maker can 
clearly express the steps he/she took when making a decision. Structured decisions 
can often be grouped in a fashion that allows for a set of procedures to solve any of 
the decision-problems within the group. Figure 4 shows structured decisions on the 
right side with a ‘computer’ and ‘declarative knowledge’. The ‘computer’ symbolizes 
that structured decisions can be automated. ‘Declarative knowledge’ is used to signify 
that the procedures used to make structured decisions correspond to a decision-maker’s 
declarative knowledge. At the other end of the continuum is the concept of unstruc­
tured decisions, meaning the decision-maker cannot clearly express the steps he/she 
took when making a decision. Figure 4 shows unstructured decisions on the left side 
with a ‘decision-maker’ and ‘tacit knowledge’. The ‘decision-maker’ symbolizes that 
unstructured decisions can only be made by humans and not machines. To solve these 
problems, decision-makers rely on their creativity and tacit knowledge. The middle 
of the continuum shows the concept of a semi-structured decision. Semi-structured 
problems involve decisions that reason about a number of vital results obtained from 
structured decisions in order to make a more complex, unstructured decision. The 
middle of the spectrum demonstrates a balance between the two extremes of decision­
making and illustrates the domain of a Decision Support System. A DSS is used to 
help relieve the decision-maker from the low-level structured tasks, and focus his/her 
attention on reasoning about the problem to make the best decision. This combination 
of decision-maker and machine creates a powerful human-computer decision-making 
support system.
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Figure 4: Decision continuum ranging from structured to unstructured decisions 
(adapted from Malczewski (1999)).
Bonczek et al. (1980) took the working definition of a DSS even further by defining 
it in terms of three interacting components: a language system, a knowledge system, 
and a problem-processing system. The language system allows the user of a DSS to 
interact with the other two components of the support system. The language system 
was later changed to the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The knowledge component 
contains the declarative knowledge contributed by the decision-maker or domain ex­
pert. This element became identified as the Knowledge-Base Subsystem (KBS). The 
final component, problem-processing system, represented the communication channel 
between the language system and the knowledge system. This later became identi­
fied as the Inference Engine, which is described in greater detail in Section 2.4. The 
definition of a DSS by Bonczek et al. is important because it recognizes the logical 
separation of different components in a DSS framework.
Sprague Jr. and Watson (1986) took the operational DSS definition another step 
further by discussing the interaction with data separately from the analysis models to 
help decision-makers. This definition adds to Bonczek et al.’s by compartmentalizing 
the data from the analysis methods used by a DSS. As database technology began to
19
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develop, the data component of a DSS became known as the Database Management 
System  (DBMS). Similarly, analysis models became known as External Models in a DSS. 
Combining both Bonczek et al.’s and Sprague Jr. and Watson’s definitions together 
allowed for the current framework of a DSS as described in the introduction.
Given the unified framework, DSSs still have no universally accepted definition. 
DSSs tend to be defined in terms of the system needs and the way that they will be 
used. In the case of this thesis, the definition proposed in the introduction appears 
to be acceptable. However, the definition did not explicitly incorporate the different 
components of a DSS (KBS, DBMS and GUI). Instead, the definition used is more 
general to include more flexibility during the creation of the candidate system. This 
flexibility allows for DSSs to be built in many different ways, often incorporating only 
a subset of the components outlined by Turban et al. (2005).
DSSs are tools that can be used to support decision-making in a more effective man­
ner than current methods available to experts in a slope hazard management domain. 
Many useful and important DSSs have been built and are in use within the research 
community (Bedard et al., 2003; Poch et al., 2004). DSSs are not only built within the 
geomatics domain, they are also the subject of many other domains including some of 
the following: environmental health (Bedard et ah, 2003); semantic web (Casey and 
Austin, 2002); hydrology (Dunn et al., 1996); housing (Johnson, 2005); real estate 
(Peterson, 1998); and environmental planning (Poch et al., 2004) to name a few.
2.2 Spatial D ecision Support System s (SDSS)
As noted in the introduction, DSSs do not provide a mechanism to represent spatial 
features in the structure proposed above. In order to address this need, the concept of 
a SDSS was proposed to include spatial representation and manipulation, as proposed 
by Densham (1991):
1. Allows a user to enter spatial data.
20
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2. Able to represent and manipulate the complex spatial relationships that exist 
between spatial features.
3. Support analytical analyses techniques that are unique to the geographic domain.
4. Support output in many different spatial visualizations including maps, vari- 
ograms, and cartographic models.
In order to capture the explicit needs of a SDSS system, a more complex system is 
needed on top of the basic DSS framework presented. A GIS is a tool that can be used 
to deal with these additional requirements in an effective manner. The next section 
takes a closer look at how these additional requirements are addressed.
2.3 G eographic Inform ation System s (GIS)
From the development of the very first GIS in Canada in the late 1960s to its 
current-day form, GIS was developed to help manage and maintain the earth’s resources 
(Tomlinson, 1984). A piece of geographic information (a feature, observation, or event) 
can be represented atomically as <location, time, attributes>. This is sufficient to 
represent what it is, where it is, and when it was there. The geographic atom provides 
the structure that allows machines to represent spatial features in a way that can 
reduce the complexity of the earth (DeMers, 2005). The geographic atom provides 
a favourable representation to allow geographic information to be represented and 
manipulated inside of a computer system. Once data are in a GIS, a person can use 
the GIS to manipulate the data through the analysis tools. The basic structure of 
a GIS is shown in Figure 5. A GIS operates as an effective communication channel 
by capturing the infinite complexity of the world through models, in terms that can 
be understood by people. Models are used because they reduce the complexity of the 
earth by generalizing, approximating, and aggregating the world. These simplifications 
are achieved by reducing the information needed to make decisions about the problem
21
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being addressed. For example, since seventy percent of the earth’s surface is water, this 
region can be masked out for global terrestrial applications. Thus, choosing what to 









Figure 5: A visual representation of the major components of a GIS.
The GIS contains a DBMS that is based on the Relational Data Model (see Codd 
(1970) for details). Database techonology is used by a GIS to efficiently store and 
manage spatial features that are being represented and analyzed. The DBMS of a GIS 
includes the following components:
1. A set of tables, viewed logically as a set of rows and columns.
2. A set of English-like statements using the Structured Query Language (SQL) 
to query the underlying data. Since the GIS deals with spatial features, a Spa­
tial Query Language extension is used to perform spatial queries (Shekhar and 
Chawla, 2003). A spatial query would follow a similar format to SQL.
22
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3. A set of rules that maintain consistency in the DB. In order for the results 
produced by a query to be reliable, a DB must be in a consistent state. By 
specifying a range of acceptable values that can be entered for an attribute, the 
system can catch incorrect data input. Spatial features may have topological 
rules enforced, such as no overlapping polygons. This ensures the DB remains in 
a consistent state.
The concept of a table works well with the geographic atom. Due to the complex 
nature of time however, it is often ignored or treated in a very crude manner. The 
DBMS system also needs a way to represent spatial features, which is not explicitly 
recognized in the components described. To accomodate the spatial DB, a new shape 
attribute is added to describe the shape of the feature (e.g. Point, Polygon or Line). 
Figure 5 shows this distinction between spatial and table DB.
There is more involved with a GIS than the underlying DB. After data have been 
aquired and brought into the GIS (e.g. Lewis (1998); Lillesand and Kiefer (2000)), 
different types of analyses can be performed on the data to address the problem at 
hand. An analysis of geographic data can involve a number of different operations 
that help establish spatial relationships. One of the analysis techniques frequently 
used in the GIS is called Cartographic Modelling. Cartographic modelling is a well- 
defined methodology that is used to concurrently analyze the characteristics of spatial 
data (Tomlin, 1991). Other analyses methods such as site selection (Bernhardsen,
1999), and terrain analysis (Weibel and Hellar, 1991) can be used to solve a large 
variety of spatial problems common to the GIS community. In addition to the different 
anlysis techniques described, a GIS also provides the ability to perform spatial statistics 
to verify and provide evidence to conjectures. Statistical correlations, relationships 
between two separate features (Bonham-Carter, 1994), and spatial autocorrelation, the 
degree tha t a set of features tend to be grouped together over a study area of interest 
(Anselin, 1994), are amongst the most commonly used tools. Given the capabilities of
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a GIS to represent spatial features and establish relationships between them, the GIS 
becomes an integral part in creating a SDSS framework described in the introduction.
The GUI of a GIS conceptually breaks the world into several layers of spatial 
features. These layers are combined by the GUI to create a single view of the data. 
Similarly, a GIS can merge many layers into a single view that is meaningful to the 
problem being solved. This important connection between the geographic atom and 
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Figure 6: The GIS linking the map to the underlying attribute data.
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2.4 Expert System s (ES)
In the world of computing, the study of an ES falls under the umbrella of Artificial 
Intelligence (Al) - defined as the branch of Computer Science that deals with writing 
computer programs that can mimic human intelligence (Russel and Norvig, 2002). ES 
is an important branch in the context of this thesis as it is the link that is used to create 
a connection between the GIS and KBS. ES technology has been applied to a number of 
fields including organic chemistry, mineral exploration, and medical diagnosing (Fenly, 
1988). In particular, MYCIN, a very well known medical diagnosing ES, was one 
of the earliest expert systems (Shortliffe, 1976). MYCIN was constructed to help 
doctors diagnose and recommend treatment to patients with certain blood infections. 
Normally, properly diagnosing a blood infection involved a long process of blood work 
that took over a week to perform. If doctors waited, the patient could very likely die. 
Thus, doctors often diagnosed with the information available in the given situations. 
Ultimately, doctors gave the treatment they believed would help the patient. MYCIN 
was created, in part, to explore how doctors made these approximate decisions based 
on limited information. When it was introduced MYCIN outperformed students in 
Stanford’s medical school, but it was never used in practice due to ethical and legal 
issues.
Jackson (1999) proposed several tasks that are often requested of ESs. Several 
of Jackson’s suggestions are listed here, but have been adapted with respect to their 
context in unstable slope management:
1. Reasoning with data that will be received by sensors that are used to monitor 
slopes. For example, establishing abnormal patterns in the data as they are being 
received from the sensors.
2. The ES will be responsible for diagnosing potential causes if sensors begin to 
malfunction. For example, if a single sensor shuts down, the system should
25
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recognize this and check the status of other sensors. If the other sensors are active, 
then the ES can claim the single sensor died; otherwise, a further investgation 
can be initiated in the system considering network failure versus slope failure.
3. The ES can recommend a course of action. For example, if more than one sensor is 
malfunctioning, a course of action might be to notify the expert that maintenance 
needs to be performed on the group of sensors.
2.4.1 Conceptual Framework
The structure and relationships between important components of an ES are shown 
in Figure 7. An ES is broken down into three conceptual components. At the very top 
of the figure is the Fact Base (FB). The FB is the area where data about the domain 
are stored and modified. The component on the bottom of the figure represents the 
Knowledge-Base (KB). Due to the similarities between an ES’s KB and the KBS of 
a DSS, it is often viewed that the two are synonymous. However, the KBS is more 
generic than the KB in the sense that the KBS can be used by many users of different 
domains and is not necessarily in a formal computer-usable representation, whereas 
the KB is focused on users within a specific domain. The middle component, referred 
to as the inference engine, represents the portion of the ES that connects the FB 
and the KB together to perform the reasoning of the ES. This reasoning mechanism 
can be illustrated through the following example: The user of an ES may enter data. 
When the new information is received and placed into the FB, the inference engine 
will match the knowledge represented in the KB to the data stored in the FB. Each 
time new data are placed in the FB the inference engine will re-evaluate the KB by 
matching the heuristic rules with the new and existing data. After all the rules have 
fired, reasoning is carried out, and new items of knowledge are inferred (generically 
called facts in an ES), the ES returns the results or advice to the user.
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Figure 7: Illustrative view of an ES adapted from Giarratano and Riley (2005).
The ES structure described creates two advantages over traditional programming 
languages: data abstraction and knowledge abstraction. These two advantages work 
together to create a separation between the underlying data in the FB and the knowl­
edge represented in the KB. To demonstrate the importance of this abstraction more 
clearly the following example, using the CLIPS language, is given. To start, consider 
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= >
(print-to-screen ‘‘I have no idea.’’)
)
This very simple example shows that there are three separate rules printing specific 
manufacturers for each type of car, and a single rule to deal with everything else. The 
CLIPS code has been modified to make the program more readable. The first definition 
rule defines knowledge that follows the mathematical ‘if, then’ format with a ‘trigger 
pattern = >  consequent action’ structure. The statement above can be translated in 
the following way: If a user asks for the manufacturer of a mustang, then I will inform 
the user that it is a Ford product. Thus, once the precondition of the definition rule is 
satisfied, the implication symbolizes the start of the actions tha t need to be taken. In 
this instance a message to the user’s screen is displayed. Similarly, the other rules can 
be interpreted in the same way.
This example illustrates the dependency between the data and the knowledge in 
the ES. For instance, if we introduced a new fact into the FB, let’s say: 
(print-manufacturer civic)
The system would just respond saying: “I have no idea.” To the contrary, this knowl­
edge may be well known, but simply forgotten in the original implementation of the 
ES. In order to accomodate this new knowledge to the program above, an entire new 
heuristic rule needs to be added. However, if this program utilized data and knowledge 
abstraction, then only data would need to be added to the FB, where the relationship 
between a car and its manufacturer could remain separate and unchanged. The follow­













(print-to-screen ‘‘The manufacturer of X is Y.’’)
)
(defrule Unknown Manufacturer ‘‘Manufacturer is unknown.’’ 
(print-manufacturer X)
=>
(print-to-screen ‘‘I do not know.’’)
)
Observe how the facts can be separated from the knowledge of the system. The 
first fact can be read in the following way: The manufacturer of a mustang is Ford. 
Facts can be entered in the ES by the user or automatically by the program. In the KB 
section, an explicit relationship between the car and its manufacturer is represented in 
the new rule, but at the same time is not specific to any car or manufacturer. Thus, if 
a user poses a question to the system by asserting a fact, Example 1 and 2 will respond 
in the exact same manner. However, the advantage gained in the second example is 
the ability to add new data without modifying the heuristic rule knowledge. In the 
first example, an entire new rule needed to be added in order to add new information 
about the Honda Civic ‘car, manufacturer’ relationship. In the second example, only 
the following fact needs to be added, and the ES will be able to reason with the new 
knowledge:
(manufacturer civic Honda).
By abstracting data and knowledge, the ES offers a number of advantages (modified 
from Brachman and Levesque (2004)):
1. New knowledge can be added to build on previous knowledge already established 
in the system. The ES itself can add this knowledge to the FB as it is inferred 
from other facts and rules.
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2. New declarative heuristic rules can be added without changing any of the existing 
rules in the KB.
3. System errors, both syntax and semantic, are far easier to locate and fix compared 
to traditional programming languages (e.g. C, Java, Fortran).
The development of an ES with the structure presented in Example 2 can lead to very 
powerful and advantageous benefits; however, there are drawbacks to this approach:
1. Because experts have expertise that many others do not, their time is extremely 
valuable. This makes it difficult to meet and extract knowledge.
2. Creating and maintaining an ES is no trivial task, and can be a costly avenue for 
solving problems.
3. When the KB increases in size, ES performance can decline significantly.
4. Extracting knowledge from an expert is difficult and considered the main bottle­
neck when building an ES.
5. Tradeoff between expressiveness and mathematical tractability.
2.4.2 Critical Factors
Expert Systems, to a large extent, are tools that can be used to potentially help 
solve a problem within a particular domain. Unfortunately, ESs cannot guarantee an 
outcome for each problem faced because the knowledge the ES is reasoning with is 
imprecise. Jackson (1999) proposes three critical factors to consider when evaluating 
if an ES should be used over conventional programming environ m ents:
1. The first factor is the nature of the problem. If the problem is well defined, 
meaning that knowledge is clearly represented, then there is likely a simpler 
solution available using conventional programming techniques. Conversely, if
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knowledge is imprecise and not easily expressed, then an ES can provide an 
unconventional programming technique to find one or possibly many solutions to 
a given problem. However, it is possible that the ES may not find a solution at 
all.
2. The second factor is the availability of a certain kind of expertise. It can be 
extremely difficult to build an ES without the aid of a domain expert.
3. The last factor pertains to extracting as much knowledge as possible and effec­
tively mapping it to the ES. If done successfully the computer can execute what 
has to be done as closely to the expert as possible.
This leads to the assessment of the practicality of an ES in the domain being repre­
sented. If anything in the problem domain cannot be captured in a finite set of facts 
and rules, then it is highly unlikely that an ES will be able to solve or advise on prob­
lems in that domain. Problems that can be put into a set of facts and rules is well 
suited for an ES. Jackson (1999) states that a monitoring and diagnosing system is 
well within the scope of the current state of the art in ES creation. The objective of 
this thesis is to look at an initial framework for a monitoring system for unstable slope 
management.
2.5 O ntologies
Ontologies are defined in a number of different ways depending on the branch of 
study (e.g. Philosophy, Linguistics, Epistemology, Artificial Intelligence) (Guarino and 
Giaretta, 1995). For the purposes of the research being conducted in this thesis I will 
work with one of the broader operational definitions that is commonly used in the 
literature: first, ontology is a representational vocabulary, which has been narrowed 
down to a domain; second, an ontology describes the domain using the representational 
vocabulary defined first (O’Brien and Gahegan, 2004). O’Brien and Gahegan use this
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operational definition to establish a higher-level framework of ontologies for solving 
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Figure 8: Ontology hierarchy representing the inheritance relationship between each 
level (adapted from O’Brien and Gahegan (2004)).
The very top of the hierarchy is the top-level ontology. All the foundational con­
cepts are represented in the system at this level. For instance, the concepts of space 
and time can be represented at this level. The next level of the hierarchy incorporates 
both the domain and task ontologies. The domain ontology captures the set of objects 
and terms of reference tha t apply to the specific domain being described. For example, 
the domain ontology will capture the meanings of different types of sensors used to 
monitor slopes. The task ontology captures the vocabulary necessary to execute differ­
ent tasks related to the domain of interest. For example, the task ontology will capture 
vocabulary necessary to execute various slope models or classification tools relevant to 
the slope being monitored. The task ontology, although imporant in the overall SDSS 
framework presented, will not be investigated as part of this thesis, but will be looked 
at elsewhere as part of the larger GIST project. The application ontology is at the low­
est level of the ontology hierarchy. The vocabulary required to execute an application 
associated with the domain is represented with the application ontology. For example,
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calculating potential slope failure or determining the speed of descent for a given slope 
are examples of things an expert may wish to calculate (Villeneuve, 2004). In addition 
to the represented ontologies, the inheritance relation is illustrated in Figure 8 by an 
arrow extending from the middle level up to the top level. Similarly, an arrow is shown 
from the lowest level to the middle level. This arrow signifies that all concepts defined 
at the top of the arrowhead are accessible at the lower level.
2.5.1 O ntology R epresentation
An important requirement for an ontology is its ability to formally capture knowl­
edge in human-readable (and preferably computer-readable) form. Ontologies have 
been represented with a range of languages ranging from natural language to formal 
coding. Natural language is among the easiest to work with when many different groups 
of people are involved. However, because natural language is ambiguous and often mis­
construed the semantic meaning is often lost. At the other end of the representation 
spectrum is formal coding. Mathematics is a well established formal representation 
language and the ability to express representations with a formal system can give 
great advantages during the implementation phase. However, the expressiveness of 
mathematics can quickly become overwhelming when attempting to capture explicit 
representation of the entire domain. This is especially important for people with less 
mathematical training or background.
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a language developed for visualizing, 
specifying, constructing, and documenting the things that are of interest in a software 
system (Booch et al., 1999). Although it is predominantly used to represent software 
systems, it is generally presumed to be rich enough to represent other kinds of systems. 
UML is a useful language for ontology modelling because of its visual nature and 
because it is very easy to learn its notation. It is not an exhaustive language, meaning 
that UML is not designed to specify every detail. It is designed to be a high-level tool
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for visualising software objects and the relationships between them. Because UML 
does an excellent job of modelling the relationships between things and of the general 
semantics of a system, it has been the representation approach that many groups 
have taken (Renolen, 1997; Cranefield and Purvis, 2002). UML is a good example of 
making formal knowledge visible. This form of representation allows for a conceptual 
development to remain independent of the underlying implementation language used 
to create the support system.
Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) is a formal language used to represent knowl­
edge about a particular domain of interest based primarily on first-order logic and 
predicate calculus (Genesereth and Fikes, 1992; Sowa, 1998). Compared to UML, KIF 
was not developed as a language to be used by domain experts or other participants 
with less formal training. This language was developed entirely for the use of the 
knowledge engineer who is interested in precisely defining the knowledge elements to 
be represented in the system. An advantage of the KIF representation of knowledge 
over that of UML is that the internal representation of knowledge using KIF can be 
automatically converted by a computer system into the specific structures required by 
a given language implementation. If the knowledge of the world we are interested in 
is represented using KIF, then theoretically the knowledge is already in a form that 
a computer can understand and can be used regardless of the programming language 
used for implementation. This is another important advantage over the UML approach.
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3 O ntology D evelopm ent M ethodology
This chapter takes a detailed look at the methdology used to create the candidate 
systems proposed in the thesis objectives. The chapter begins with a discussion about 
the development of software systems such as SDSSs. Section 3.2 describes methods of 
ES development, which are used to capture the knowledge tha t may be incorporated 
into a SDSS. The final two sections look at ontologies and how they are created within 
the context of this thesis. Section 3.3 takes a closer look at ontology development 
techniques within the literature with respect to different types of ontologies. The final 
section describes a new methodology that was created as an outcome of the research 
conducted in this thesis. This methodology was adapted from existing methods and 
comes out of an attem pt to construct an ontology by a research group that was created 
to closely reflect the situation present in the GIST network. These reviews are being 
made due to the distinct parallels in development of SDSSs, ESs and ontologies, which 
is important for discussion later on.
3.1 System  D evelopm ent
In software engineering, many different development methodologies exist to pro­
vide structure, consistency, and quality when creating software systems (Sommerville,
2000). These same principles are also important during the construction of a SDSS. 
In order to see how the principles are addressed during the development of a SDSS, 
a number of methodologies are reviewed. Each methodology reviewed builds on the 
prior, addressing new development needs. This discussion will lead into the design 
methodology used for the candidate system being developed here.
3.1.1 Traditional System  D evelopm ent Life Cycle (TSDLC)
One of the first development techniques proposed in the software engineering com­
munity is called the Traditional System Development Life Cycle (TSDLC); often re­
ferred to as the waterfall approach (Royce, 1970). The TSDLC contains a four stage
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process: planning, analysis, design, and implementation (Figure 9). TSDLC provides a 
framework in which software systems are constructed in a consistent fashion. To start 
the process of building a software system, the planning stage begins by determining 
the overall project goals, and the resources necessary to create the system. During 
this phase, a feasibility study is conducted to evaluate the following: system viability, 
approximate costs, potential end users, and project deadlines. The second phase, the 
analysis stage, documents user needs. To achieve this, several interviews with potential 
users are conducted to extract requirements. After the interview process is complete, 
a specification document is created, and used in the next phase of development. The 
third phase, the design stage, uses the system specification to begin drafting a system. 
This process involves planning the major components, and how they will be structured 
to meet users’ needs. In the final phase, the implementation stage, programmers select 
a traditional programming language and implement the system design laid out in the 
previous stage. After the implementation is completed, the final system is packaged 
and distributed to customers. The TSDLC approach has a number of disadvantages. 
One of the more important disadvantages lies in the single direction of development 
(solid arrows in Figure 9). During the development process many user needs are mis­
construed by programmers, leading to software systems that do not match the users’ 
expectations. The TSDLC model does not allow for backtracking to modify miscon­
ceptions in previous stages. After a given stage is completed during development, there 
is no return to change mistakes. To address this concern, the TSDLC was modified to 
allow for backtracking (shown in Figure 9 by dashed arrows). This model proved to be 
quite robust while development teams remained small. However, as software systems 
started becoming more complex, larger teams were needed to tackle these challenging 
new projects. TSDLC slowed these larger teams down, and often led to many resources 
being wasted.
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Figure 9: Adapted visual representation of the TSDLC (Sommerville, 2000).
3.1.2 Parallel D evelopm ent
Parallel Development was established to allow larger development teams to work 
more effectively. The new model is identical to the TSDLC with the exception that 
each phase is broken down into tasks that can be performed in parallel. This allowed 
larger teams to break down the required work during each phase into sub-projects. 
Each sub-group would take a particular task in a stage of development, focus on ac­
complishing that task and present the work to the overall team before completing the 
stage. Allowing large teams to perform parallel tasks uses project resources more ef­
ficiently. For example, it is difficult for geographically separated groups to meet on 
a frequent basis. The parallel methodology allows groups of this nature to break the
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development process up at each stage, where individual groups can execute a particu­
lar task, and meetings can be held less frequently. The parallel process however, does 
have its disadvantages that can create considerable risk in the successful development 
of a software system. Major design flaws, which are inherent to all software systems 
in some form in the early stages, are much harder to catch and often get discovered 
in later stages of development when it is much more difficult to correct them. The 
end result could translate to missing system completion deadlines. Group leaders must 
be careful with parallel tasks to ensure the work accomplished is conveyed between 
different sub-groups.
3.1.3 Rapid A pplication D evelopm ent (R A D )
As computers became more affordable, usage increased significantly. As computer 
usage increased, so did the demand to create more complex systems. This created a 
strong need for software to match the rapid rate of supporting the increased market. 
This demand made it difficult to meet all the system requirements during system 
development, even with a large development team. Rapid Application Development 
(RAD) attem pts to addresses this issue in system development (Beynon-Davies et al., 
1999). RAD follows more of a spiral model in that it takes the smallest subset of the 
requirements that allows the development team to produce a functional system. Once 
the system is constructed in a fashion that is operating, the system is delivered as an 
end product. Even though the product is deployed, the development process is not 
complete in the same way it would be complete in the TSDLC approach. Additional 
requirements are taken from the original specification and implemented to constantly 
build on the previous system created. This process is repeated until the full system 
specification is met. This method is often referred to as a phased development method, 
since it is phasing in the product. This approach can be appropriate for meeting strict 
deadlines, but can be harmful because not all requirements are implemented right
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away. Users of the reduced-scope product may get frustrated and decide not to use the 
product through to its completion.
3.1.4 Throw-Away Prototyping
A modification to this approach, Throw-Away Prototyping, was created to address 
the shortcoming of the RAD methodology. In the case of prototyping, requirements 
are broken down into a set of features, where the set of features are implemented in a 
fashion that the system is not fully functional, but the user interactions are complete. 
This allows the user of the system to test usability and ensure all user requirements 
are met by the final system when it is developed. The core functions are built in a 
superficial manner and are replaced with the complete and efficient implementations 
in future iterations. Throw-away protyping is also useful for systems where a complete 
specification cannot be created during the initial analysis stage of development. In 
many instances, SDSSs can not be fully specified, making throw-away prototyping an 
attractive methdology for system development. In particular, semi-structured problems 
are very difficult to specify in the design of a SDSS. Thus, instead of attempting to 
specify unstructured problems during the initial stages, only the structured components 
are implemented. After the SDSS has been used and new techniques are developed to 
solve semi-structured problems, these new methods can be specified and implemented 
in a new prototype. This approach follows a cyclic pattern, where the steps of the 
TSDLC are repeated until the system satisfies the needs of decision-makers’ following 
a more empirical approach to SDSS construction. Due to these advantages, SDSSs are 
often constructed using the throw-away prototype methodology.
3.2 Expert System  (ES) D evelopm ent
When constructing an ES, an individual needs to consider a variety of AI-related 
research fields. Jackson (1999) determines that there are four fundamental areas that
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are related to the creation of an ES: Knowledge Acquisition (KA), Knowledge Repre­
sentation (KR), Controlled Reasoning, and Explanation Solutions. KA and KR are of 
more importance to the thesis objectives and are described in greater detail. For com­
pleteness, a brief review of controlled reasoning and explanation systems is given. The 
next three sections are used to review the four fundamental areas of ES development 
with the objective of providing the reader with an understanding of each in relation to 
the thesis objectives.
3.2.1 K nowledge A cquisition (KA)
The first piece of ES development falls under the broad branch of KA. KA is 
defined as the transformation of expert problem-solving ability into a program that can 
simulate the same reasoning (Buchanan and Wilins, 1993). This transformation is no 
trivial task and is often referred to as the bottleneck of ES development (Feigenbaum, 
1977). Jackson (1999) gives a number of different reasons why it is crucial to address 
this bottleneck, which have been modified to match the context of this thesis.
1. Semantic heterogeneity arises during the elicitation of knowledge from experts. 
This subject was described in the introduction and discussed in more detail in 
Section 2.5.
2. Precisely defining the principles of a given domain. Unstable slope management 
is not a well defined field and the current state of the art is best described as 
a systematic testing of different modelling scenarios, where the expert relies on 
tacit and experiential knowledge to guide the testing (Villeneuve, 2004).
3. Experts are able to call on relevant knowledge without difficulty. Machines must 
search all possibilities programmed into the system before relevant knowledge 
can be extracted and used.
4. Expert knowledge often involves common sense or heuristic reasoning.
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The process of extracting and representing declarative knowledge from experts for 
computer manipulation is referred to as the study of Knowledge Engineering. Figure 
10 represents a knowledge engineer and an expert initiating a dialogue. The knowledge 
engineer then uses this dialogue to extract the knowledge relevant for generating the KB 
of an ES. However, it is not always possible to meet with domain experts, therefore 
the above process can be modified by retrieving knowledge from relevant literature 
(including introductory textbooks). Literature may not be sufficient for representing 
the complete declarative knowledge specific to experts; however, it can be useful for 











Figure 10: A conceptual view of the knowledge engineering process adapted from 
Giarratano and Riley (2005).
Another approach to eliciting declarative knowledge from the user is proposed by 
Clancey (2004). Consider the following modified view of the knowledge engineering 
process shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 illustrates a domain expert interacting with 
a prototype ES. Instead of questioning the domain expert, the knowledge engineer 
observes the interaction between the user and the prototype system. Based on the
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interaction of the expert using the prototype ES in simulated scenarios, the knowledge 
engineer can extract new knowledge from the user. For instance, an expert may expect 
a problem to be solved in a certain way. If this differs from the ES approach, the user 
can easily identify with this and explicitly state how the approach is not sufficient for 
the problem being solved. This allows the knowledge engineer to elicit knowledge that 
may not have been originally obvious from the literature or discussions with the expert. 
This process can be repeated in a fashion similar to throw-away prototyping described 
in Section 3.1.4. This thesis follows this approach, and looks at the steps in creating 
the intial prototype system that illustrates the basic principles of the candidate systems 
to the users.
Domain Expert 
O  ^Interacts^ Prototype
ES
O bserves i Interaction 
K nowledge 
Engineer
Extract new  





Improved KB o f ES
Figure 11: Another conceptual view of the knowledge engineering process.
3.2.2 K now ledge R epresentation (KR)
The next fundamental area of ES development is KR. In the fields of philosophy 
and cognitive psychology the term KR refers to formal ways information is stored 
and connected inside the human brain from a logical perspective (Jackson, 1999). In
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the field of ES creation, the term is defined as a representation of large amounts of 
information in a way that can be used by a computer (Brachman and Levesque, 2004). 
After the knowledge is extracted and represented in a way that can be manipulated by 
a computer, it is placed in the KB of an ES. Section 2.4 describes how the inference 
engine is used to connect the KB and FB to perform reasoning. There are several ways 
to encode knowledge within an ES environment as reviewed by Jackson (1999).
For the context of this thesis, Production Systems (PS) is the technique used. A PS 
is defined as a reasoning system that uses rules as its representation of knowledge. PS 
represents a set of rules, where a set of condition-action rules are created to represent 
and reason with knowledge captured during the elicitation process. Rules can be 
viewed as a set of conditions that must be satisfied in order for a set of actions to be 
executed; hence, condition-action is considered an alternate name to ‘heuristic rules’ 
or ‘if, then’ logic. Creating an ES using a set of production rules was first proposed 
by Buchanan and Feigenbaum (1978). However, production rules find their foundation 
in rules used to specify and create grammars - the study in Computer Science of 
the syntax and morphology of programming languages (Post, 1943). Grammar rules 
function in a slightly different sense from production rules. Programming development 
environments contain a set of grammar rules and use them to check the syntax and 
semantics of programs (Aho et ah, 1986). PS are based on the same fundamental 
principles established in grammars. The difference lies in the exception that condition- 
action statements are executed in an attem pt to find a solution to a given problem. 
PS was chosen to represent the knowledge of the candidate ES because of its direct 
mapping to the conceptual view of an ES described in Section 2.4.
3.2.3 Controlled Reasoning and Explanation Solutions
The final two fundamental areas of study in ES development are still open areas of 
research within the community. The first area is controlled reasoning and addresses the
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issue of dealing with large KBs. When a KB becomes extremely large, the efficiency of 
the system is compromised during the pattern matching step of the condition-action 
processing carried out by an ES. This area of research looks at techniques where relevant 
knowledge can be accessed and applied during the search for solutions versus applying 
the entire KB to every solution. Many different approaches have been suggested, but 
this problem is still considered an open and important research area (Jackson, 1999).
The final area of ES development is the construction of explanation systems. An 
explanation system gives the ES program the ability to explain why a particular path 
is chosen in a way that is meaningful to the user. W ith such functionality a user of 
the system can better grasp what an ES is calculating and why that calculation has 
occurred. W ith an explanation system, a user of the ES can gain deeper insight into the 
process being executed by the computer. The expert can also use explanations given 
by the ES to evaluate different approaches taken to solve the problem, thus expanding 
on the expert’s ability to explore alternate approaches to problem-solving.
3.3 O ntology D evelopm ent
During the software development process described in Section 3.1, an engineer may 
follow the TSDLC. The analysis stage of development is an important phase. The 
success or failure of a software tool is dependent on how well the analysis stage is 
executed. If the system is improperly specified, the following problems can occur 
(Sommerville, 2000):
1. If a software system is developed without a clear representation of what is ex­
pected, then it is likely that the tool will be built only using the programming 
team ’s mental model of the domain. If the programming team does not have a 
good understanding of the domain or the user needs, then their assumptions will 
likely be incorrect.
2. Software development is an ongoing process. System requirements are constantly
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changing, leading to a number of versions of software being released and dis­
tributed. If a specification document does not exist, then it is difficult for software 
to evolve properly. The document provides the development team with necessary 
details needed to design an execution plan.
Organizations comprise people with varying backgrounds. Project work groups 
are typically composed of a number of people with different areas of specialization. 
Software tools must often be created to match the needs of an organization, which 
means that all backgrounds must be considered in the development process. However, 
the concepts that are needed to create the software tool are often viewed in different 
ways. Each sub-group uses jargon familiar to their specialization in order to describe 
and understand the system being developed. Semantic Heterogeneity, as noted in the 
introduction, is the term used to capture the essence of this problem. It is semantic 
heterogeneity tha t leads to poor communication between the members of the group. 
When attempting to build a software system, this issue manifests as poor identification 
of requirements leading to a poor specification document. This contributes to wasted 
resources and a large amount of effort re-inventing the tool.
An ontology, as described in the introduction and Section 2.5, explicitly identifies 
a common vocabulary, and then describes the domain of interest using the defined vo­
cabulary. By explicitly representing this knowledge a number of advantages are gained. 
First, communication between different group members is improved. Second, the fi­
nal system generally has better structure for interoperability - the ability to exchange 
and use information (Bishr, 1998). Since all relevant paradigms are represented within 
the ontology, all needs of the different groups can be addressed in the specification 
document, which translates into a more effective end result. Finally, the software de­
velopment process is improved. In particular, re-usability is improved since a wider 
range of analysis approaches can be represented within the ontology and can be an­
ticipated during the implementation phase. If approaches exist, then a system can
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be designed in a fashion that allows for the easy addition of new analysis methods 
and requisite domain knowledge, thereby making the system more re-usable. With an 
ontology’s explicit representation it is possible to find relationships that exist between 
different techniques. These relationships can be automatically checked ensuring that 
the system remains in a more consistent state, especially when adding new function­
ality. There will be increased reliability of the created system meaning less likelihood 
that all or a portion of the system must be re-built. The shared understanding repre­
sented in the ontology can also assist in the analysis phase where system requirements 
are specified in a document. This is especially relevant in highly multi-disciplinary 
workgroups, similar to GIST.
A number of ontology development methodologies have been created and are re­
viewed in Fernandez-Lopez and Gomez-Perez (2002). The next section takes a closer 
look at two of the major development processes proposed, and provides a base for a 
new workflow methodology presented in Section 3.4. As an ontology is created, it must 
move from the conceptual view to an explicit representation. In order for a SDSS to 
use the ontologies, the explicit representation must be implemented in a programming 
environment. Ontology development methdologies propose a prescribed format for this 
process in order to achieve a consistent, reliable, and effective ontology. Fernandez- 
Lopez and Gomez-Perez (2002) suggest that even though methodologies do exist, and 
there are a number of emerging developments in the current state of the art, many of 
the current approaches do not consider a collaborative or distributed construction ap­
proach to ontology construction, which is vital to GIST’s needs. Benjamins and Fensel 
(1998) and Holsapple and Joshi (2002) describe initial attem pts to address collabo­
rative and distributed approaches to ontology construction. Rozic et al. (submitted) 
attem pt to address this need further by demonstrating an effective workflow for per­
forming collaborative and distributed ontology development work. A description of 
this approach is presented in Section 3.4. Nevertheless, the methodologies that do
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exist still provide a foundation that can be drawn from when building ontologies.
3.3.1 Skeletal M ethodology
Uschold and Gruninger (1996) provided the first explicit attem pt to address ontol­
ogy development. Their staged development process includes the following stages:
1. Identifying Purpose and Scope: Making sure the group understands why an on­
tology is being built and how the ontology will be used in the overall project. 
Careful examination of the range of users is needed to guage scope during the 
creation process.
2. Building the Ontology: Purpose and scope help define a reasonable target for the 
desired ontology. In order to move from implicit knowledge to explicit represen­
tation the following steps are executed.
(a) Capture: This step identifies the key concepts and relationships in the do­
main of interest. Precise and unambiguous definitions of the concepts and 
relationships are given.
(b) Coding: Everything captured in the first step is explicitly represented in 
some knowledge representation language (reviewed in Section 2.5.1). This 
stage represents basic terms capturing the core ontology. A representational 
language is chosen to represent the explicit specification. Specification is 
then coded.
(c) Integration of Existing Ontologies: If no previous ontologies have been cre­
ated, then this step is of no concern. However, as new ontologies are devel­
oped, they must be intregrated with existing ontologies to ensure semantic 
consistency.
3. Evaluation: This stage looks at evaluating the entire creation process. This 
includes checks for consistency and completeness. Uschold and Gruninger (1996)
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suggest the KBS literature as a place to begin searching for ways to measure 
progress during ontology development, though there is little evidence that such 
methods are currently in the literature.
4. Documentation: Documentation is a necessary part in achieving the greater goal 
of ontology sharing and re-usability. Gruber (1993a) gives five criteria in order 
to achieve re-usability and sharing:
(a) Clarity: Ontologies must effectively communicate the domain which they 
represent. Ambiguity in the description should be keep to a minimum, 
while examples and descriptions should be incorporated for external under­
standing.
(b) Coherence: Presenting information with a logical flow, where concepts are 
built from the basic terms to the more complicated. This helps reduce 
confusion and increases understanding.
(c) Extensibility: Ontologies must be created in a fashion such that new terms 
or relationships can be added to an existing ontology without the need to 
rework existing pieces.
(d) Minimal Ontological Commitment: Minimizes the number of terms used to 
represent a given domain. Each term should be as concise as possible to 
make the definitions as reusable as possible.
(e) Minimal Encoding Bias: When creating a conceptualization of the domain, 
no attention should be paid to the underlying representation language. This 
will reduce restricting the representation of a term due to a void in the 
representation language.
Similar to the traditional approach in software development, the skeletel model tends 
to assume a waterfall-type process flow. Steps are executed in a step-by-step fashion,
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where after a step is complete, there is no mechanism in place to allow a development 
team to return to an earlier step to make improvments or adjustments. This pattern is 
relatively common in the early methods (Fernandez-Lopez et ah, 1999). The skeletal 
methodology forms the basis, to a certain extent, for the methodology described next.
3.3.2 M ethontology and the Ontology D esign Environm ent
Due to the high costs associated with KA and the growing need for ontology 
reuse, Methontology and the Ontology Development Environment (ODE) were created. 
Methontology provides a tested and generalized approach to developing ontologies while 
ODE provides a tool that translates ontologies represented at the knowledge-level into 
a more formal specification. Methontology was designed to create a user-friendly envi- 
ronemnt for KA by non-knowledge engineers to develop domain knowledge and validate 
it (Fernandez-Lopez et ah, 1999). The methontology framework identifies three steps 
in its framework:
1. A specification is made by the group creating the ontology. All knowledge relevant 
to the domain being addressed is explicitly expressed with no regard of structure 
or organization of the knowledge.
2. Once all knowledge is made explicit, the second step is to conceptualize the 
information by organizing the knowledge captured in step one. The final repre­
sentations are always reviewed and evaluated by an expert.
3. Use the ODE to take the knowledge-level representation created in the first two 
steps and translate the knowledge into more formal representations.
This process is repeated until the goals of the system using the ontology are satisfied. 
The methodology specifies guidelines for achieving each step, the outcomes that should 
be produced, and how the results can be evaluated to achieve a result desirable for 
use. Both the skeletal methodology and methontology provide some of the very few
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reported domain-independent methodologies for building ontologies (Fernandez-Lopez 
et al., 1999).
3.4 A W orkgroup-Based O ntology D evelopm ent M ethodology
Multi-disciplinary groups are often faced with the challenge of creating tools that 
will help support a domain expert while making complex decisions (Malczewski, 1999). 
Ontology creation within this context is an important and necessary objective in the 
dominant goal of creating a support system such as a SDSS. The unique group dy­
namic present within any multi-disciplinary work group also calls for the need to train 
and familiarize group members with each other’s background knowledge. In addition, 
multi-disciplinary groups are often geographically separated and cannot meet in person 
on a regular basis. In order to accommodate this unique situation, activities must be 
broken down into separate workable objectives that each sub-group can achieve inde­
pendently of one another. Once the ontology is established by the group, the knowledge 
captured within the ontology can then be used within the SDSS. The SDSS can then 
provide better support to the decision-maker by manipulating data at a higher level 
of abstraction - managing information rather than data per se (Jacobson et al., 1992; 
Crossland et al., 1995; Seffino et al., 1999). Although ontology development examples 
exist, they have typically been applied by small groups of knowledge engineers where 
the goal is often to capture deep and complete knowledge with a few domain experts. 
In contrast, multi-disciplinary groups are not interested in becoming as deeply rooted 
in ontology capture, and are more interested in describing shallow knowledge with 
more domain experts. Research on collaborative ontology development within multi­
disciplinary and geographically distant groups is still an open-ended research question 
(Fernandez-Lopez and Gomez-Perez, 2002). To address these needs, a new workflow 
model is presented here. This resulted from a development exercise conducted by a 
group (see below) formed to reflect the usual group structure and specific needs in a
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project like GIST.
3.4.1 General Approach
A work group, created to match the GIST network, was composed of three mem­
bers: a computer scientist acting as the knowledge engineer, a hydrologist acting as 
the domain expert, and a group mediator, with knowledge in both areas. Work groups 
would typically be larger on a full project. However, the team membership was chosen 
to closely represent the typical cross-section of GIST: one-half to two-thirds domain 
experts and one-third to one-half acting knowledge engineers and application develop­
ers. In order to evaluate the natural fit of the formal models, the group started off in 
an ad hoc fashion, allowing a workflow method to emerge for the group without being 
influenced by the current literature on ontology development. The mediator provided 
a small amount of background material on ontologies, judged to be enough to help 
group members understand the development goal but not so much as to interfere with 
the evolution of a development methodology that would work with the group’s natural 
dynamic. To simulate the networked, geographically distributed work group dynamic, 
regular workshop-style meetings were held. Each meeting accomplished several tasks:
1. Prior work was summarized and new information was brought forward;
2. Each sub-group (in this case, one person) presented progress on action items, and 
deliverables were merged with the ongoing ontology product;
3. Tasks requiring participation of the entire work group were carried out;
4. New domain topics or workflow tasks were introduced and discussed;
5. Design issues were identified and consensus on a course of action was established;
6. New action items were identified for each sub-group to accomplish for the next 
meeting.
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During an initial workshop-style meeting, the group developed a high-level goal 
statement of what the group would develop. The goal statement was: “The ontology 
should be capable of representing data sets which are made up of a collection of obser­
vations of some phenomena, acquired with sensors” and will be explained in more detail 
below. This statement described the goal of the ontology and helped the group define 
the initial work that would be required. After careful examination of the background 
material the group worked with well-established software engineering techniques, such 
as throw-away prototyping, to help guide the work. Throw-away prototyping was cho­
sen for its flexibility with the iterative process of development - this allowed the group 
the chance to revisit all aspects of design, especially as new requirements were dis­
covered. In this case, the creation of the ontology became less important. The group 
decided that the workflow process taken to contruct the ontology was of more value 
then the actual creation of the ontology. This model however, only provided a guideline 
and was adapted to match the specific needs of ontology development process being 
developed by the group. As more effective approaches presented themselves, the group 
diverged from the throw-away method to achieve the tasks at hand. Once this process 
was complete a comparison to existing ontology development workflows was performed 
to evaluate how our workflow fit within the literature.
3.4.2 M odel Evaluation
Knowledge engineers have created several techniques for attempting to capture do­
main expert knowledge. Some of the more commonly reported techniques include those 
reported by Uschold and Gruninger (1996), an overview and analysis by Fernandez- 
Lopez and Gomez-Perez (2002), and more recent work with Kishore et al. (2004). All of 
the aforementioned methodologies, with the exception of the work proposed by Kishore 
et al., fall into a generic waterfall approach. W ith the waterfall method activities are 
defined in a more sequential fashion, where a group would not move onto the next phase
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without fully completing the previous stage of work. This methodology can be highly 
useful for experienced knowledge engineers, who have an ability through experience 
to know when a stage is completed. However, when considering a multi-disciplinary 
workgroup, where the end of a stage may not be known, a more prototypical approach 
is needed, and an iterative development process is much more attractive. In order to 
address this issue Kishore et al. (2004) presented a method called the Helix-Spindle 
(HS) model which models more of a spiral approach that better suits the requirements 
of a multi-disciplinary and potentially large group.
The HS model does not create a new development technique, nor is it a software 
tool; it is dominantly a formal workflow that can be adapted to existing representations 
and tools (Kishore et al., 2004). It takes advantage of commonly used representation 
forms including text, UML, and first-order logic and combines them into a series of 
development steps, progressing from high-level and less formal conceptual descriptions 
and moving to more detailed, highly formalized representations. It is treated as an 
iterative process, where each construction-test phase can either progress up the spiral 
to a more formal representation, or slide down the central spindle to revisit earlier 
conceptual development (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: The HS Model of development (adapted from Kishore et al. (2004)).
Uschold and Gruninger (1996), and Fernandez-Lopez and Gomez-Perez (2002) 
present several ontology development techniques that are specifically targeted for 
knowledge engineers, not domain experts; this is typical for existing ontology devel­
opment methodologies. Although domain experts can use these techniques, it may 
require considerable training for them to use the techniques in an effective way. On 
many projects similar to the one defined in GIST, such training time is not feasible. 
It would be prudent to have one or more people proficient with the tools lead sub­
groups of non-experts through the development process. This would be effective for 
projects where all participants can regularly be brought together, such as development 
projects internal to an organization. However, it is becoming more common for large, 
complex projects to be driven by work groups drawn from a broad cross-section of 
participating organizations. The members may only meet a few times per year at 
focused workshops, and much of the development activity occurs asynchronously by
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small sub-groups. Those groups in turn may meet in person infrequently and conduct 
most of their work via email and document exchanges. In these cases, it is probably 
impractical to have a domain expert fully trained in formal ontology development tools 
participating in each sub-group.
The aforementioned techniques can be highly effective tools when one or more 
trained and experienced knowledge engineers are the primary participants in an ontol­
ogy construction, or when the project is tightly focused with heavy interaction among 
the participants. To the contrary, the effective workflow discovered by the heteroge­
neous and asynchronous work group would not have worked as well had we followed 
most of those formal methods. The HS model most closely resembled the approach 
taken by our group and was chosen for the model comparison. A deeper discussion is 
provided in the next section to show the main differences between Kishore et al. (2004) 
model and the one we developed.
3.4.3 The D ouble-H elix, Com m on-Spindle M odel
The group selected the helix-spindle model as a comparison because of its close 
resemblance to the approach arrived at by our group. We termed our approach the 
‘double-helix, common-spindle’ model recognizing a common core method with some 
extensions to its implementation (Rozic et al., submitted). The common elements and 
our specific extensions are outlined below. Excerpts from our experimental work are 
shown for illustration.
The HS model is divided into three phases of development (Figure 12). The first 
phase, called the conception phase, is where the ontology is first conceptualized and 
identified using a high-level language (e.g. English). To make the conceptualization 
process easier to start, the goal statement was amended with a series of English descrip­
tions to refine the problem domain by introducing new concepts and their attributes.
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All members of the group participated in the initial discussion, which led to the for­
mation of the high-level goal statement stated above. The first stage familiarized all 
members within the group with the necessary background and established the common 
language from which the ontology production could move forward.
In the second phase of the HS model, called the elaboration phase, the high-level 
description is semi-formalized into a high-level diagram. Likewise, our group also went 
through an elaboration phase by converting our goal statement into a UML diagram 
which was used to describe the concepts in our problem domain. A small subset of the 
final UML diagram representing the high-level statement only is displayed in Figure 
13. Note the features blended from UML notation (box - concept; small diamond 
- composition; line - association). Focus during the initial iteration was placed on 
defining key concepts and terminology. At one point we needed to revisit our goal 
statement and make a modification. This demonstrates the HS concept of sliding 
back down the spindle after a test cycle, reiterating the first phase. Several ‘test-and- 




± 1..*Observation Phenom enon
Figure 13: An example representation of the high-level goal statement (adapted from 
Rozic et al. (submitted)).
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In the final stage of the HS model, called the definition phase, the semi-formalized 
description defined in the second phase is formalized using a well defined formal lan­
guage. In our case, we generated concept definitions, taxonomy relationships, and 
heuristic rules using CLIPS definition rule syntax. It is within this formalized struc­
ture that the computer can start drawing inferences from the data, begin working with 
abstracted symbols rather than raw data, and therefore manage information rather 
than data to assist the SDSS user in a more productive, intelligent fashion. For exam­
ple, the following example demonstrates an example rule set that lets us establish if the 
observations in dataset X have any direct relevance to a monitoring site Z, that is, if 
either dataset X completely covers monitoring site Z or dataset X overlaps monitoring 
site Z:
1. The extent of a dataset is the convex hull containing all observation points in the 
dataset.
2. The extent of a site is its bounding polygon.
3. An extent is a region.
4. If any location in region A is also in region B, then region A and region B overlap.
5. If all locations in region A are also in region B, then region B covers region A.
The normal HS model allows iteration between the elaboration and definition phases 
by sliding down the spindle to the prior phase after a test round, and then spiralling 
back up to the latter phase during construction and testing. The assumption is that 
the iterative cycle is followed by the entire team. Our development process differed 
slightly. As we started construction in the elaboration phase, our group decided to 
divide the work amongst two sub-groups in order to speed development via parallel 
activity. By breaking the group up, the domain expert could focus his development 
at a higher level of conceptual representation while the knowledge engineer focused on
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formalizing the current version of the ontology for computer coding. In particular, the 
domain expert continued on with ontology construction by elaborating the taxonomy 
of sensors. The knowledge engineer directed his focus on further refining the UML 
diagram into a formalized description in CLIPS. During this stage of development, the 
knowledge engineer did not need to return back to the formulation phase because the 
domain expert had become familiar enough with UML that he could independently 
carry modifications to the elaboration phase. This iterative process could continue 
until the ontology was completed. This independence of domain development and 
knowledge encoding gives us the “double-helix” notion.
In addition to all the phases described above, a final testing phase could be per­
formed to check the accuracy of the ontology being constructed. The knowledge 
engineer, keeping a formal perspective in mind, could spend time incorporating the 
developed rules into a SDSS prototype, while the domain expert, keeping a practical 
perspective in mind, could evaluate the usability of the prototype similar to the method 
described in Section 3.2.1. If both sub-groups are satisfied with the result, then another 
iterative loop could be executed to further develop the ontology or end the construc­
tion process. Otherwise, the group could return to previous stages of the iteration and 
repeat an iterative step to improve upon or correct something tha t was discovered not 
to function properly. This involves the notion of sliding back on a “common-spindle” .
To summarize, the asynchronous group stayed within the helix-spindle process 
shown in Figure 3, but after moving out of the formulation phase each sub-group was 
generally at a different point on the helix. When workshop-style meetings were held, 
the subgroups tended to converge at the test point between the elaboration and defi­
nition phases. After the meeting, the domain expert tended to slide down the spindle 
to elaboration while the knowledge engineer spiralled up through the definition phase, 
sliding back down the spindle at the next meeting. This prompts us to describe our 
approach as a ‘double-helix, common-spindle’ variant of the HS model. This approach
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to ontology development is important because it allows the group members to focus on 
their individual strengths and independently maximize their contribution to ontology 
construction as a whole.
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4 A n Integrated Expert System  (ES)-G eographic Inform ation System  
(GIS) Framework for a Spatial Decision Support System  (SDSS)
This chapter explicitly describes the ES and GIS integration that was designed and 
built into the candidate SDSS framework. Section 4.1 discusses the design goals that 
motivated and guided the system development process. The next two sections explain 
the pieces involved in integrating the ES and GIS tools. In particular, I examine the 
extensions created for both the ES (Section 4.2) and GIS (Section 4.3) modules in­
troduced in Chapter 2. After the individual components are explained, the resulting 
structure demonstrating the bridge utility connecting these pieces is described (Sec­
tion 4.4). Section 4.5 focuses on the resulting ontology framework used to represent 
declarative knowledge in the SDSS and how it is integrated into the ES-GIS framework. 
Section 4.6 then describes the core function of the resulting SDSS framework by show­
ing both a high-level conceptual view and the underlying step-by-step procedure. This 
section also examines procedures that are in common with both example monitoring 
applications described in Chapter 5. The final section illustrates an overall conceptual 
view of the candidate system developed for this thesis by building on all of the previous 
section’s illustrations.
4.1 D esign Goals
Several design goals guided the framework development:
1. Develop a minimal prototype system that demonstrates the proposed framework 
is feasible; performance criteria are an issue for a later phase in the research, 
beyond this thesis;
2. Retrieve and update the state of features in the monitoring system with measure­
ments made by simulated instruments using modular and interchangeable data 
sources;
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3. Create SDSS components that can represent and reason with declarative knowl­
edge;
4. Partition knowledge into several ontologies to help organize and easily modify 
knowledge for different decision applications or problem domains;
5. Allow different applications to reuse knowledge that is common between them; 
and
6. Have the reasoning engine be capable of executing spatial operations while rea­
soning about a problem.
The candidate framework was designed and constructed to fulfill these overarching 
design goals. The remainder of this chapter examines this framework and how it was 
put together.
4.2 Expert System  (ES) Structure
In order to create the link between the GIS and the KB of a SDSS, a rule-based 
programming language was chosen to experiment with during the initial prototype 
phase. C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) was chosen to represent 
the ES half of the integrated ES-GIS framework. CLIPS is an ES tool developed at 
NASA’s Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and was first released in 1986 (Giarratano, 
2002). Several guiding principles were used to select CLIPS during the process of 
selecting a development environment:
1. The ES must match the needs of ontology construction (hierarchy, taxonomy, 
and partonomy). CLIPS embeds a full object-oriented language called Com­
mon Object-Oriented Language (COOL). Object-oriented languages support hi­
erarchical structures, abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. 
This was a natural fit to ontology construction. Other ES programming envi­
ronments, such as Prolog, do not support such mechanisms. Prolog and other
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rule-based languages require all knowledge to be represented in the form of rules 
and facts. COOL provided a better approach to representing and partitioning 
declarative knowledge.
2. ES reasoning engines use two general methods, forward chaining and backward 
chaining, when reasoning about problems (Brachman and Levesque, 2004). For­
ward chaining represents reasoning that uses facts to arrive at all possible con­
clusions resulting from the facts. For example, if a person observes snow fallling 
outside before leaving their house (the fact), then he/she will grab a winter coat 
before leaving (the conclusion). Backward chaining involves reasoning in reverse 
from a hypothesis, a potential conclusion tha t the system wishes to prove based 
on the facts that support the hypothesis. For example, if a person would like to 
establish that it is snowing outside (conlusion), then they look for information 
to support this conclusion. For instance, they initally look towards the window, 
but the blinds are shut (fact one), then at an indivual who has just arrived with 
snow on their jacket and hair (fact two), using this piece of knowledge to verify 
their conclusion that it is snowing outside. CLIPS uses a forward chaining or 
triggering strategy for problem-solving and provides a natural fit for slope moni­
toring where certain sensor events should prompt the system to examine possible 
interpretations of the events. Prolog uses backward chaining, which does not fit 
the needs of the integrated environment.
3. CLIPS provides a module structure that allows a programmer to partition a KB 
when managing large amounts of knowledge. Through exporting and importing 
templates and facts inside modules, the resulting ontology hierarchy structure 
(Section 4.5) can be easily represented using CLIPS. Official Production System 
(OPS) 5 and Prolog only support rules and facts which can be broken down into 
multiple files, but there is no formal module structure tha t matches the ontology
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hierarchy.
4. CLIPS supports ActiveX control, a high-level programming interface, that is nec­
essary to function with ArcGIS. CLIPS.OCX is an ActiveX control that embeds 
CLIPS within a Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) environment. Java Expert 
System Shell (JESS), OPS5, and Prolog do not have any support for such a 
mechanism, thus making it more difficult to integrate with ArcGIS.
5. CLIPS is a superset of the functional language LISt Processing (LISP). LISP 
is a very flexible programming language that allows its own structures to be 
defined dynamically during the execution of program code. This offers a great 
amount of flexibility to programmers, an advantage normally lost with other ES 
programming environments.
CLIPS integrates a rule-based production system that can represent and reason with 
declarative knowledge. Defined rules, defined functions, and COOL are used to con­
struct the representational knowledge captured in ontologies. Section 4.5 describes how 
these CLIPS structures are used to achieve this representation.
A bridge utility developed by GIST encapsulates CLIPS inside of the VBA program­
ming environment (Ball, 2005). This extension builds on the previous ES framework 
presented in Section 2.4, Figure 7. The extension, called ArcAgents, is used to create 
facts, rules, and return the ES output as a result of the inference engine applying the 
KB to the FB (Figure 14). Before the connection to ArcGIS is described in detail a 
description of the GIS structure is needed.
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Figure 14: Conceptual view of Arc Agents and the ES.
4.3 G eographic Inform ation System  (GIS) Structure
To demonstrate the candidate system ArcGIS 9 was selected to represent a GIS.
ArcGIS 9 was chosen to be the representative GIS system for the following reasons:
1. Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI) ArcGIS is the GIS software 
market leader. Many academic institutions and business organizations use Ar­
cGIS to develop and maintain geographic data. Thus, users are familiar with Ar­
cGIS. Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) or OpenMap are 
other well-known GISs, but they are not as commonly used outside of academia. 
We are constructing a system that will be ultimately used by experts who are 
generally familiar with, or at least have access to, ArcGIS.
2. ESRI’s ArcGIS contains a very rich user interface providing a number of tools 
regularly used in pragmatic scenarios. Since GRASS and OpenMap are open 
source projects, their user interfaces are not as well developed. Open source 
development is the creation of software within an open and collaborative envi­
ronment. Open source projects are also developed free of charge, which can lead 
to delay in development and support for user interface functionality.
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3. ESRI’s ArcGIS supports Windows-based ActiveX programming, which is sup­
ported by CLIPS - a natural fit. GRASS supports many programming languages 
for development, but there was no easy fit for the CLIPS development environ­
ment. OpenMap strictly uses JavaBeans, a component framework developed for 
the Java 2 programming environment, which makes it difficult to integrate with 
CLIPS.
ArcGIS provides a useful infrastructure for extending its functionality, and will be the 
GIS used to demonstrate the candidate framework.
ArcGIS allows developers to build and expand on the current functionality already 
present within the software system via ArcGIS Controls, which specifically customize 
the user interface (ESRI, 2004). The following ArcGIS Controls are being exploited 
within the candidate system:
1. MapControl: Corresponds to the dataframe of the ArcGIS application. This is 
where spatial data are viewed (described in Section 2.3).
2. PageLayoutControl: Corresponds to the page frame layout of the ArcGIS appli­
cation. Both the ‘MapControl’ and ‘PageLayoutControl’ are used to manipulate 
the layers tha t are combined to create the maps in the ArcGIS software package.
3. ToolbarControl: Allows a custom-made toolbar to be added to the ArcGIS soft­
ware. This toolbar provides the area where commands, tools, and menus are 
located. When a toolbar element is invoked, ArcGIS will communicate with the 
associated code to perform the requested task. These tasks can manipulate the 
view, the data, or other analysis tools in ArcGIS.
4. TOCControl: Refers to the Table of Contents control. This piece controls the 
addition or removal of spatial data from the table of contents (the layers shown 
in the data frame) that is maintained in the ArcGIS software. TOCControl also
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creates an interactive tree view of the data, allowing a user to manipulate data 
(e.g. the symbol used to represent the underlying data).
Other controls of the ArcGIS system exist, as described in ESRI’s extensive documen­
tation (ESRI, 2004). A developer can use the set of controls provided by the ArcGIS 
software in one of two ways:
1. The controls can be embedded into ArcGIS’s existing applications, and
2. The controls can be used to create new stand-alone applications.
Regardless of which approach is used, the controls can be used to support part of 
the application being developed. Individual controls can be used when creating new 
applications to help control aspects that are normally difficult to program. ArcGIS 
makes each of these control mechanisms available as an ActiveX control.
A GIST network member was able to connect CLIPS and ArcGIS using VBA, an 
ActiveX-enabled programming language, that supports both CLIPS and ArcGIS in a 
Microsoft Windows operating system environment (Ball, 2005). This bridge, called 
ArcAgents, provides a developer with an application programming interface (API) 
allowing access to spatial data and analysis tools through wrapped CLIPS functions in 
the ArcGIS environment. This capability gives a utility used to support the framework 
constructed in this thesis. It also includes a user interface tha t gives access to the API 
via menus and a command line using the ArcGIS Controls described. A programmer 
can enter CLIPS commands or load and execute CLIPS source code (Figure 15). In 
particular, the UI provides a window that contains the command prompt, and the 
output console, which allows the developer to interact with the system and directly 
test ideas during the construction of an application. This simple UI may also be 
exposed in an SDSS to give an expert user creative control of the system.
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ArcAgents Toolbar
Figure 15: UI created from the ActiveX connection in ArcGIS 9
The following example demonstrates how a wrapped CLIPS function, exposed by 
ArcAgents, is used in the rule-based extension of ArcGIS. The example illustrates a 
hypothetical pack of bicycle riders, labelled B1 through B6, spread out on a course and 
a leader of the race, B6, attempting to break away from the main group, where the 
location of each rider is supplied by a Global Positioning System (GPS) beacon. This 
example attem pts to find riders that are within 40 metres of the leader during a bike 
race. Chapter 5 will describe the complete bike race monitoring application in greater 
detail.
To analyze this spatial relationship a selection is made by selecting the lead rider
with the following CLIPS function:
(acSelectByAttribute RP Beacon_ID=‘B6’ new)
It is assumed that the leader of the race in a given stage of the race is predetermined for 
this example, in this instance the rider with the attached beacon ‘B6’ is in the lead. The 
‘acSelectByAttribute’ function creates a new selection by selecting all features on the 
named layer by matching criteria specified in a condition statement. The first argument
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supplied in the function call gives the GIS layer name in which we are interested, in 
this case ‘R P’. The second argument gives the condition statement, meaning we are 
only interested in features in the RP layer where the Beacon_ID is ‘B6’. The first and 
middle argument are used to create a SQL statement used by the DBMS to query the 
underlying spatial database. The final argument simply states the type of selection we 
wish to make. In this instance a new selection is created where one record is selected 
is in the RP table. The result of executing the following statement can be viewed in 
Figure 16.
A rcA gents 9.0
7
ArcA qents> facSalectBwAttribute FIR Beacon ID -'Bb newI
ArcAgents>
Figure 16: Visually shows the rider attached to beacon ‘B6’ being selected. A single 
record in the RP layer is selected at the same time.
After creating the selection set above the programmer needs to supply a layer name
and feature identification (FID) in order to perform a buffer operation. These pieces
of information can be obtained via either of the following ArcAgent functions:
(acGetAHSelected)
(acGetLayer Selection ?Layer-Name)
The first function is used to obtain all currently selected features by returning the 
layer name and FID of all items currently selected in the GIS dataframe. The second
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retrieval function allows the programmer to be more specific by selecting features in 
a specified layer. Since the specific layer above is known, the second function better 
addresses the needs of this example. The following statement and results would be 




(“ RP’’ 5) - returns the layer and FID of the selection set.
Note that the FID, in this case 5, is an internal object identifier associated with the 
object whose value of the user-supplied attribute ‘Beacon_ID’ is 6. This relationship 
connects the user identifier used to select a specific beacon to the underlying internal 
identifier used in the GIS.
In order to find out which riders are within a certain distance, the 
(acSelectByFeatureBuffer)
function can be called. This function will create a new selection by selecting all features 
that are spatially associated with a buffer zone surrounding a single specified feature. 
In this example our specified feature is ‘B6\ However, before using this function, the 
type of selection must be set along with a tolerance level. The first piece, the selection 
method, is set to ‘within’ since we wish to know which riders are within a certain 
distance of the leader. To set this function, the following is executed: 
(acSetAreaSelectionMethod within)
The second piece is setting a maximum threshold, in this instance we use 40 to represent 
the largest buffer size tha t can be created around the rider attached to beacon ‘B6’. 
40 is given in the current map units used in the GIS (metres in this example). To set 
the maximum buffer distance the following function is used: 
CacSetAreaSearchDistance 40)
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There is no need to explicitly state the units, as it defaults to the underlying units used 
to generate the map in ArcGIS. After setting these two parameter types, the select by 
feature buffer function can be used to make a selection of riders within the vicinity of 
40 metres from the leader:
CacSelectByFeatureBuffer RP 5 40 new)
This function requires four pieces of information in order to execute. The first is used 
to specify the layer name of the feature the buffer operation will be performed on. The 
second argument represents the unique FID, an identifier used by the GIS, obtained 
using the functions described above. The next piece is the search distance we are 
interested in where 40 metres is the maximum value allowed as input. The final piece 
specifies the type of selection to make, in this case a new selection was chosen. Other 
selection type options include (ESRI, 2004):
1. add - features in the new selection that are not in the current selection set are 
added to the current selection set;
2. subtract - features in the new selection that are also in the current selection set 
are removed from the current selection set;
3. and - features tha t are in the current selection set but are not in the new selection 
are removed from the current selection set; and
4. xor - features in the new selection that are also in the current selection set are 
removed from the current selection set, while features that are in the new selection 
but are not in the current selection set are added to the current selection set.
The results of executing the sequence of statements is shown in Figure 17. The 
figure shows that beacons ‘B l’, ‘B2’, and ‘B3’ are all within 40 metres of the race 
leader ‘B6’. Beacon ‘B4’ is greater than forty metres from the leader and is not selected.
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Figure 17: (acSelectByFeatureBuffer RP 5 40 new) selects the riders that are within 
40 metres of the race leader.
This example demonstrates the basic use of the wrapped CLIPS functions, but 
underneath this programming interface is a more complex process. When a programmer 
enters an API function, the console shown above passes the entered command to the 
CLIPS.OCX ActiveX control. Each CLIPS function defined within the API calls a 
matching function in ArcAgents where a special fact is asserted with a known header. 
For example:
(ArcMAP - Function X) - where Function X represents the CLIPS function 
and arguments that is entered at the command prompt or called through 
the execution of program code.
The newly asserted fact triggers an event in the CLIPS.OCX control, which forces the 
ArcAgents command program to wait until the request is handled by ArcGIS. After 
CLIPS.OCX detects this special fact it strips out the function to be called and calls the
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matching VBA function. The VBA program then executes the required command by 
executing the appropriate ArcGIS function. Once finished, the VBA program returns a 
result signifying execution is finished and any results. Program control is then returned 
back to the ArcAgents command prompt or CLIPS program, at which point more 
functions can be called (Ball, 2005).
ArcGIS controls allow a developer to access the data display and to manipulate 
functionality within the GIS as well as the spatial data stored in ArcGIS using the 
predefined ESRI shapefile format. In addition, a subset of the spatial analysis tools 
within ArcGIS are usable from this new UI, with the potential to access all of them 
in the future. This newly created connection can be viewed conceptually in Figure 18. 
As described above, the SDSS front end adds to the already existing GIS front end. 












Figure 18: SDSS front end and its relationship to the conceptual GIS view.
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4.4 R esulting A rchitecture
Having the ActiveX interface described above along with the ActiveX-enabled pro­
gramming environment, a connection can now be created between the ES and GIS. 
The following section describes how the previously described modules are connected 
together to create the ES-GIS framework. Section 4.4.1 demonstrates the functional 
integration, where a connection to the GIS analysis tools and DB is illustrated. Section
4.4.2 illustrates the basic user interface connection that was created to illustrate the 
example applications developed in Chapter 5 (Ball, 2005).
4.4.1 Functional Integration
The connection between the SDSS front end and the reasoning engine of the ES 
is shown in Figure 19 below. The figure shows ArcAgents connecting directly to the 
Analysis Tools and DB Access sections of the GIS. The connection is represented with 
a strong connection arrow in the figure. By strong connnection it is meant that direct 
access is given to the programmer to either obtain information within a DB, or execute 
a GIS analysis tool. Ball (2005) describes a set of functions (i.e. an API) that a CLIPS 
program may execute. Many of these functions are in direct connection to the ArcGIS 
analysis tools. For example, obtaining a selection set once it has been created using 
functions already described above. These functions allow the ArcAgent environment 
to manipulate spatial features for the purpose of reasoning in the ES. The final strong 
connection exists between ArcAgents and the underlying database access. This access 
allows the ArcAgents environment to load relevant information into the ES’s fact base. 
At the same time, the ES can update and modify the underlying data which allows 
the fact base to be freed of unneccesary information that can slow performance or even 
make solutions intractable if the unused data are retained in the fact base (Ball, 2005).
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Figure 19: Conceptual view of the connection between the ES and GIS via the ArcA­
gents bridge.
4.4.2 User-Level Integration
Figure 19 also shows a new connection created between ArcAgents and the UI of 
ArcGIS. This link is represented by a weak connection because a connection between 
ArcAgents and the UI represents only a subset of the functionality available. This 
weak link represents the functionality necessary to run programs and accept minimal 
user input when needed. For example, two functions are currently implemented:
(acMessageBox)
(adnputBox)
The first allows a programmer to display a message box, while the second function can 
be used to obtain user input. Even though the SDSS user interface has not been done 
as part of this thesis, it is possible to add more components. In addition, the ArcGIS 
bridge currently operates in a single direction, meaning that CLIPS can send messages 
through function calls to VBA to execute the defined API. However, the reverse is not 
true, meaning a VBA program or ArcGIS cannot send messages to CLIPS to retrieve
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facts, for example. It is possible however to add this functionality, but is outside 
the scope of this thesis work. The SDSS front end is illustrated with dashed lines to 
illustrate this point, and to emphasize the weak connection between the UI in ArcGIS 
and the ArcAgents extension.
4.5 O ntology Integration
The resulting ontology framework used in this project is shown in Figure 20. At 
the bottom level is the ‘APPLICATION’ ontology. The application can be a specific 
tool that the expert wishes to execute, or an entire application. For the thesis demon­
stration, two application ontologies are illustrated where the ontologies defined higher 
up in the hierarchy are relatively unchanged and two similar, but different monitoring 
applications are executed (i.e. Bike Race monitoring and Unstable Slope monitoring). 
To illustrate some of the rules and facts that are represented within each ontology, 
an example is used to show the flow of control from a request initiated from the ap­
plication and dealt with by the upper level ontologies. To start, the bike monitoring 
scenario may make a request to find riders that are actively riding on the course (i.e. 
within a reasonable GPS error of the course), while the same query can be made to 
find inclinometer data collection locations (DCL) actively moving in a shear block of 
the slope monitoring scenario. The application ontology is not interested in how the 
system figures out how riders or DCLs are deemed active. Its main objective is to know 
which riders are active and on course; similarly, which DCLs are active and in which 
shear block. The application ontology relies on the remaining hierarchy structure to 
resolve what constitutes an active rider or DCL and whether the rider is on course 
or which shear block a DCL belongs too. A further description of each monitoring 
scenario and how the application ontology makes such requests is given in Chapter 5.
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Figure 20: Resulting SDSS Ontology Hierarchy.
The middle level of the ontology hierarchy contains a ‘SENSOR’ and ‘DOMAIN’ 
ontology. The domain ontology contains descriptions of riders or inclinometers - la­
belled as a ‘data-puck’ in the slope domain example - that are prevalent to the domains 
being described. The template definitions can be viewed as follows:
Bike Monitoring:
(deftemplate DOMAIN::Rider




(slot DCL.ID (type NUMBER SYMBOL))
) ;
A single slot for Rider_ID in the Rider template is used because different pieces of 
information can be looked up in a database table describing individual riders (e.g. 
name, world rank, past race results). This avoids having irrelevant facts describing 
riders in the fact base. The slope example uses a DCLJD in the Data-Puck template 
to identify individual collection locations. The sensor ontology contains the description
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of beacons tha t are attached to the respective domain templates above to read location
information during the update portion of the program cycle. The beacon concept is
used to monitor the above entities in both monitoring scenarios. The following shows
the beacon template structure for both cases.
Bike Monitoring:
(deftemplate SENSOR::Beacon
(slot Beacon_ID (type STRING SYMBOL))
(slot ID (type NUMBER SYMBOL))
(slot X (type NUMBER SYMBOL) (default none))
(slot Y (type NUMBER SYMBOL) (default none))




(slot Beacon_ID (type STRING SYMBOL))
(slot ID (type NUMBER SYMBOL))
(slot X (type NUMBER SYMBOL) (default none))
(slot Y (type NUMBER SYMBOL) (default none))
) ;
It must be indicated in the ES that a Beacon is attached to a rider or DCL, the only 
thing that changes are the slot attributes for update purposes. The beacon structure 
above represents the attributes that need to be updated during the update portion of 
program execution. Thus, the following facts are used to relate the beacon ID with the 
ID of the rider or DCL.
Bike Monitoring:
(attach Beacon Beacon_ID Rider_ID)
Slope Monitoring:
(attach Beacon Beacon_ID DCL_ID)
This illustrates an ‘attach’ relationship that connects the individual beacon with the 
entity being monitored. The beacon structure allows anything that needs updating
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within a monitoring system to be attached.
The domain and sensor ontologies do not just contain templates and facts needed 
during the execution of the monitoring scenarios, they also contain rules. For example, 
an application ontology in the bike race may request the system to figure out if a rider 
is on the road of the course they should be following. The domain and sensor ontologies 
may determine that this request is really a request to perform a buffer operation where 
points are identified inside of a polygon feature, thus translating the high-level request 
within the application into a request that can be made of the ‘SPATIAL-TEMPORAL’ 
ontology and ultimately the GIS through the wrapped CLIPS functions. In this case 
riders represent points and the buffered course represents the polygon. Similarly, a 
request by the slope monitoring application can be to identify DCLs within a shear 
block, where the DCL represents a point and the shear block represents a polygon. 
Domain knowledge is also represented where in the bike race a known GPS error range 
can be used to create a buffer around the course to select riders who are within that 
error range. The slope monitoring example can represent knowledge of the approximate 
location of shear blocks on an unstable slope.
(defrule SENSOR::Within
?w <- (within ?todo-item ?function-test ?list-type ?list-name 
?template-name $?arguments)
(buffer-operation ?function-test ?test ?layer ?layer-fid ?method 
?distance ?selection-type)
(attach ?template-name ?template-ID ?ID)




(bind $?arguments (insert! $?arguments (+ (length! !?arguments) 1)
?ID))
(assert (buffer-test ?todo-item ?function-test ?list-type
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?list-name ?layer-name ?template-name 
$?arguments))
(assert (buffer ?function-test ?test ?layer ?buffer-layer
?layer-fid ?method ?distance ?selection-type))
) ;
The code above is quite complex and will not be described completely. However, the 
basic idea is that a request to find riders on course or DCLs within a shear block is made 
from the application ontology, and is pattern-matched along with the buffer operation 
to be performed on the feature of interest in the ‘W ithin’ rule’s condition. The (attach) 
fact pattern is matched in a rule to obtain the RiderJD  or DCLJD that the beacon 
is attached to. The final two condition statements retrieve layer name information for 
spatial layers being worked with during program execution stored within the middle 
level ontologies as facts. The actions taken by this rule are to assert a (buffer-test) fact 
and a (buffer) fact, which are requests made to the ‘SPATIAL-TEMPORAL’ ontology 
where the low-level ArcAgents functions needed to identify riders on course or DCLs 
within a given shear block are executed. The role of the domain and sensor ontologies, 
in addition to holding descriptive templates and facts, is to translate different requests 
made by the application. These requests are translated to spatial operations that 
are executed by the ‘SPATIAL-TEMPORAL’ ontology if they are valid based on the 
spatial and temporal knowledge being represented.
The highest level of the ontology hierarchy contains the ‘SPATIAL-TEMPORAL’ 
ontology. This ontology specifies a number of temporal and spatial properties inherent 
to a range of systems including the examples being demonstrated. Continuing with the 
examples used above to illustrate facts and rules in the domain and sensor ontology, the 
following sample template is used to represent the notion of a ‘History-State’ (bike race) 
and ‘History-lastX’ (unstable slope). These templates were created to store information 
about a previous cycle state during the execution of the demonstrated examples.
Bike Monitoring:
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(deftemplate SPATIAL-TEMPORAL::History-State 
(slot last-state (type NUMBER))
(slot type (type STRING SYMBOL))





(slot last-state (type NUMBER))
(slot Beacon_ID (type STRING SYMBOL))
(slot X (type NUMBER SYMBOL))
) ;
Note that these templates are not specific to riders or DCLs, but may be used with any
concept identified in the domain ontology. The LastX template stores a prior position
defined by an X-coordinate, which is obtained from a specific beacon as defined in the
sensor ontology. Each template is described further in Chapter 5 and used here to
demonstrate how the ontology hierarchy is used within the SDSS engine framework.
In addition, there are a number of facts defined in the spatial-temporal ontology.










The first two facts are temporally based, where the first fact is the cycle fact used to 
keep track of the particular cycle being evaluated within the system, and the second 
keeps a threshold value, which is based on a predetermined application-specific value. 
The spatial-temporal ontology also stores spatial information about the templates being 
used in the candidate system indicating templates that are spatially located and their
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spatial representation. The final pieces illustrate the possible buffer operations that
are allowable within a GIS.
Continuing with the same example, the new (buffer-test) and (buffer) facts that
were asserted within the domain and sensor ontologies can be pattern matched with
the following rule to perform the necessary wrapped CLIPS operation.
(defrule SPATIAL-TEMPORAL::buffer-test
?b <- (buffer-test ?todo-item ?function-test ?list-type ?list-name
?layer-name ?template-name $?arguments)










(eval (str-cat "(" ?todo-item " " ?representationl " "
?representation2 " " ?function-test " " ?list-type 
" " ?list-name " " ?layer-name " " ?template-name
" " Trepresentationl " " (implode$ $?arguments)")"))
(eval (str-cat "(" ?test " " ?function-test " " ?representation2
" " ?layer " " ?buffer-layer " " ?layer-fid " "
Tmethod " " Tdistance " " ?selection-type ")"))
) ;
The first two condition statements above pattern match against the (buffer-test) and 
(buffer) facts posted previously. The remaining condition statements ensure that the 
templates are spatially located and have spatial representations that match accepted 
buffer operations. This code is used for both the bike and slope monitoring scenarios, 
showing an example of where code becomes reusable. The actions taken by the rule
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once some facts are matched is to post new facts (observed or inferred) that allow 
for the appropriate wrapped GIS function to execute. More importantly, the spatial- 
temporal ontology is ignorant of the original request made by the application ontology, 
meaning the spatial-temporal ontology only concerns itself with the particular features’ 
representations (points, lines, polygons, etc.). The (buffer) fact represents the spatial 
knowledge used to determine which spatial operations make sense. In the case of the 
two example monitoring scenarios a point-point, point-line, and point-polygon buffer 
operations are valid. Relating to the introductory example, a rule could be devised 
where the GIS system could now verify that all data points are within a particular 
shear zone before executing the requested aggregation.
Section 2.4 described a structure for the capture and use of domain expert knowl­
edge. The explicit representation of the developed ontologies are useful only if they 
can be mapped into the ES where the knowledge can be reasoned with and inferences 
can be made. Once the ontologies are created, the explicit representation developed 
in the ontology can be mapped onto the KB and FB of the ES. CLIPS provides three 
elements that can be used to construct our representational structure. Rules represent 
heuristic knowledge of the system being developed. Deffunctions represent structural 
knowledge, where well defined, procedural-based knowledge is represented. The final 
representation construct lies in CLIPS’s COOL structure that supports hierarchicies, 
abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. In addition, CLIPS has a 
mechanism that allows for knowledge to be partitioned (Giarratano and Riley, 2005). 
The ‘defmodule’ construct is a module that allows for rules, functions, and facts to be 
represented in a separate single work space. This work space can be loaded into the 
CLIPS environment and used by the inference engine to reason with. CLIPS provides 
a mechanism by which the generalization property observed in the ontology hierar­
chy can be maintained in the system. The generalization property is achieved via the
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export and import commands in CLIPS. W ith an export command, an ontology’s defi­
nition templates and facts can be exported to another module while the rule knowledge 
remains with the defined ontology only. The import command is used to import the 
necessary templates and facts within the given ontology module.
This modular mapping allows for additional knowledge to be added to a specific 
ontology module or removed as needed, and quickly tested within the framework. This 
may be done either by substituting a new ontology or by interactively defining facts 
and rules in the ArcAgents console. This makes it possible to represent things in many 
different ways to test which approach to represent a problem space works best in the 
given framework. An enormous amount of flexibility can be achieved during program 
development with this final structure. In addition, this structure works well with the 
construction and testing of various ontologies. This matches both the prototype de­
velopment methodology and proposed ontological workflow described previously. This 
structure is core to the candidate system developed in this thesis.
Ontology negotiation - that is, different ontologies with the same concept defined in 
different ways (Bailin and Truszkowski, 2002) - must be considered with the addition 
of new ontologies at the middle level. For example, the addition of an external model 
ontology would be at the same level as the sensor and domain ontologies within the 
proposed hierarchy. If conflicting terms are used, then the application will inherit the 
same terms with two different interpretations. This is possible in CLIPS as it supports 
multiple inheritance - the ability of a class to inherit from more than a single class in 
an inheritance hierarchy. This issue can be resolved in one of two ways:
1. First, all common terms are resolved so that a single term appears in either one 
ontology or the other.
2. Second, a negotiation process exists where the appropriate term is selected and 
used by the application.
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The first approach involves an enormous effort when ontologies become increasiningly 
bigger, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. The second approach is still an open 
research question (Bailin and Truszkowski, 2002). The examples presented in Chapter 5 
resolve this mapping problem simply by using the first encounter in the fact base. Even 
though it is possible for some unpredictable semantic errors to arise, it is very unlikely 
that this will happen in the current ontology framework. The current mapping between 
the ontology hierarchy and the ES equip the ES with sufficient domain knowledge 
necessary to reason about the given domain. The next section takes a close look how 
this newly created ES-GIS environment can be exploited to perform reasoning.
4.6 Core Reasoning Engine
In order to make use of the proposed ES-GIS reasoning engine a core SDSS moni­
toring engine was constructed and appended to the ES. The addition of the core SDSS 
monitoring engine is shown conceptually in Figure 21. The core SDSS monitoring 
engine establishes the basic evaluation mechanism of the spatially organized phenom­
ena. This evaluation mechanism can be explicitly represented using the high-level 
statements (i.e. pseudo code) below:
1. The user specifies the spatial-temporal, domain, and sensor modules through the 
SDSS front end.
2. The SDSS front end loads each ontology into the ES via the ArcAgents interface.
3. SDSS core engine is loaded and activated by the SDSS front end via ArcAgents 
and uses the middle level ontologies to dynamically configure the system (domain 
ontology mainly).
4. The update and application-specific evaluation loop is started in the core engine, 
using the ontology hierarchy to evaluate and produce results that are viewed 
through the SDSS front end and UI via ArcAgents.
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The first step queries the user for the location of the ontology modules and are loaded 
through the SDSS front end. The SDSS front end then loads each specified ontology 
into the ES environment through ArcAgents. During the loading of these files it is 
assumed here tha t the correct ontologies are being loaded. For instance, when loading 
an application ontology for slope monitoring, it is imperative tha t a corresponding slope 
domain ontology is loaded. Some basic dependency check is done within each module 
by ensuring that a named ontology is also loaded, but it is assumed that the contents 
of that named module are complete and for this thesis it is assumed that they are 
logically consistent. Full consistency checking is beyond the scope of this work. After 
the ontology hierarchy is loaded the core engine is loaded and activated for processing. 
During the initialization of the SDSS core engine, the middle level ontologies are used 













Figure 21: A core SDSS reasoning engine appended to the ES.
After initialization is complete, the update and evaluation loop is entered. This loop 
reads values from different data sources, and using the ontology hierarchy evaluates 
the data. Results are translated back through ArcAgents through the SDSS front 
end and UI. This procedure can be viewed conceptually in Figure 22. With the core
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engine in place, the proposed SDSS framework can now begin to execute and evaluate 
data being placed in the fact base. Many code modules are common between the 
two examples. The next couple of sections describe the common elements. Starting 
off with a description of a generalized data source structure (Section 4.6.1), followed 
with a discussion of how the SDSS engine is loaded and executed (Section 4.6.2), 
and describing how the update mechanism functions with the generalized data source 
(Section 4.6.3).
Initialize
Bind Data Sources]  
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Figure 22: A flow diagram representing the core SDSS engine infrastructure and its 
processing cycle.
4.6.1 Generalized D ata Source Structure
Before the execution of the update and evaluate cycle of the SDSS engine, the 
ontology hierarchy must be loaded (middle level and up) to allow the system to be 
dynamically created. This process occurs at run time, meaning the system uses the 
template structures represented in the hierarchy to construct the environment needed 
to execute the update and evaluation cyle. To start, the application loads its respective 
spatial-temporal, sensor, and domain ontologies into the ArcAgents environment. The 
sensor and domain ontologies in particular describe the concepts, rules, and structures
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defining the monitored ‘world’ with changing dynamic state using definition templates. 
Definition templates are used in CLIPS to represent a group of related facts with a 
relation name. For example, the bike demonstration contains two different types of 
dynamic state templates that need to be updated during the update and evaluation 
cycle. The first, a ‘beacon’, is used to store the reported GPS information of each rider 
participating in the race, while the second template, a ‘peloton’, is used to store the 
approximate peloton centre. A peloton is the main cluster of riders near the leaders. 
In a full SDSS application the peloton would be identified by analyzing the current 
positions of all riders. However, in this prototype the peloton is manually identified 
apriori, and the SDSS reads the position from a table. Both templates are updated 
during each cycle of evaluation if data is reported by the sensor. For example, the bike 
demo uses the template structure to represent Beacon, and Peloton_Beacon structures 
within the Sensor ontology since they are sensing the position of riders and the peloton 
respectively. This structure is created in CLIPS in the following way for the bike 
demonstration:
(deftemplate SENSOR::Beacon
(slot Beacon_ID) - Unique identifier of Beacons (e.g. B1-B6).
(slot ID) - FID of the particular Beacon feature.
(slot X) - The X coordinate being reported.
(slot Y) - The Y coordinate being reported.
(slot M) - The distance travelled being reported.
) ;
(deftemplate SENSOR::Peloton_Beacon
(slot Beacon_ID) - Unique identifier of the Beacon (e.g. PB1).
(slot ID) - FID of the particular Beacon feature.
(slot X) - The X coordinate being reported.
(slot Y) - The Y coordinate being reported.
) ;
CLIPS uses the keyword ‘deftemplate’ to begin the definition of a template struc­
ture. ‘SENSOR::’ is used to inform the CLIPS environment tha t the template being 
defined belongs to the sensor ontology module where this structure can be exported for
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use within other modules. Following the double colon is the relation name that is used
to relate all of the facts defined for the given template. Facts are defined through slots,
which are variables (references to a memory address in the computer) used to store
a value. Similarly, the slope monitoring example provides a similar beacon template
definition, and only contains a single dynamic state structure.
(deftemplate SENSOR::Beacon




Once the middle and upper level ontologies are loaded into the ArcAgents envi­
ronment the main module is loaded next. If knowledge is not partitioned within the 
systen, then CLIPS creates a main module by default making the main module neces­
sary to begin program execution with. To execute a CLIPS program the environment 
must be reset first and then followed with a run command. After the run command 
is entered the main module starts program execution within the main module by pat­
tern matching a dynamic state template and its data source. This pattern matching is 
initiated by facts asserted in the ES during system initialization (loading the ontology 
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false)
The (dynamic-state) fact is used to state that the ‘Beacon’ and ‘Peloton_Beacon’ tem­
plates have state tha t will be updated if newly reported values are supplied by their 
data source. The (dynamic-template-list) fact is used for pattern matching purposes 
specifically useful with predefined CLIPS list functions (e.g. ‘memberS’ - tests the 
membership of an element with a given list). The (data-source) fact is used to pro­
vide information needed to create a dynamic binding between the template definitions 
above and their respective data source (described in more detail below). The arguments 
within the data source fact include the following:
1. create-table-source: calls a pre-defined function that creates a binding between 
the template name supplied, ‘Beacon’ in this instance, and a database table.
2. [Beacontable]: the name given to the creation of this newly created instance 
binding.
3. [MAIN::Beacontable]: is used as a reference to this newly created instance in 
other modules other than main.
4. false: The final argument is used to signify that the data source has not been 
created. After the pre-defined function is called and a dynamic binding between 
template and data source is complete the value is changed to ‘true’ indicating 
that the binding was successful.
The ability to generalize and retrieve the state of features being observed in the 
applications was of great importance when building the proposed framework and a 
key reason for selecting CLIPS as the initial development language. CLIPS’s COOL 
object-oriented structure was used to achieve this abstraction and make it possible to 
have modular and interchangeable data sources. In order to achieve this abstraction 
the concept of an abstract ‘Data-Source’ was created (Figure 23). An abstract class
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does not allow for specific object instances to be created, but forces any subclass that 
inherits it to define the message-handlers outlined in the class definition. Message- 
handlers are procedural functions that are attached to a class instance. This class was 
created and intended as a template for all data sources to follow. Ultimately, all classes 
within the CLIPS environment must inherit from another class. At the very top level 
of all hierarchies is the notion of an object class as defined in the CLIPS language 
description. All user-defined classes subsume from this root class, thus allowing one to 
treat any class definition as an object when pattern matching, thus creating generality 











Figure 23: A UML diagram representing the generalized data-source structure used in 
both candidate systems.
For the candidate system an abstract ‘Data-Source’ class was created with the 
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(defmessage-handier MAIN::DATA-SOURCE next-cycle (?template-name
?sensor-type 
?cycle))
(defmessage-handier MAIN::DATA-SOURCE get-data (?id))
(defmessage-handler MAIN::DATA-SOURCE close-data-source ())
‘defclass’ begins the definition of a class within the CLIPS environment. In addition 
to the root object class, CLIPS defines a ‘USER’ class that inherits directly from the 
object class only and is used to distinguish between user-defined classes versus CLIPS 
- defined classes. The final statement in the data source definition identifies that this 
class will play the role of an abstract class during the execution of the system. The 
next three lines of code illustrate the format used to define message-handlers for the 
data source. In CLIPS, message-handlers are used to handle requests made during 
program execution. For example, the ‘next-cycle’ handler is defined to force instances 
of a data source to define how the object will update the template given the sensor type 
and cycle currently being evaluated (sensor type will be described further in Section 
4.6.3). Similarly, ‘get-data’ handles requests made to retrieve specific information for 
the supplied identifier. The ‘close-data-source’ handler is used to properly close data 
sources. These message-handier definitions provide the explicit signature required by 
all subclasses that inherit from the data source class.
The candidate system uses the templates defined within the domain and sensor on­
tology (middle level of the ontology hierarchy) to dynamically bind the dynamic state 
template with its data source. In order to help achieve generality the templates created 
in the domain and sensor ontologies follow a simple structure of two IDs followed by a 
set of attributes that are required to be updated. For the purposes of these candidate 
systems a DB table was used as the main data source, but this can be easily extended 
to a file, GIS layer, or specific hardware or network sensor data source - as long as the 
three abstract methods are implemented and a similar structure with ID and attributes
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is followed. Figure 23 illustrates the subclass being described, where the template name 
and the type of data source is used to create the unique template data source bind­
ing, for example ‘Beacon-TABLE-DATA-SOURCE’. In addition, a computer program 
needs to be able to uniquely identify a template and its attributes marked for update. 
This form of knowledge about the underlying data can be provided with Metadata - 
knowledge about the structure of the underlying data. Although this is outside the 
scope of this thesis, m etadata could be used to generalize even further. For example, 
metadata provides information on the identifier field and attributes that require an 
update. The program could use this knowledge to query the data source for the ap­
propriate values and update the respective attributes within the dynamically created 
template structure. M etadata can also provide data-type information that could be 
used for consistency checking. The ES could exhibit another level of intelligence by 
reporting inconsistent data values from sensors.
CLIPS can create a dynamic binding between the template and its data source 
with facts specifying which templates have dynamic state and data source information 
(as shown in the subclass of Figure 23). This dynamic binding is achieved within 
CLIPS using a build function that can take a string argument, simple text wrapped 
with double quotes, and create constructs (e.g. defclass) during program execution. 
The eval function within CLIPS is a complementary function tha t will also execute 
strings containing CLIPS statement expressions and execute them at run time. The 
eval function differs from the build function in that eval cannot dynamically create 
definition constructs, or anything that begins with ‘def’, whereas build only works on 
these type of string expressions and cannot execute some other kind of action. For 
example, using the facts shown above, the function ‘create-table-source’ must be called 
in order to create a binding between a Beacon and its table data source. Using the 
eval function in CLIPS, this create-table-source value represented in the ‘data-source’ 
fact defined above can be placed into a string and evaluated.
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The predefined ‘str-cat’ function is used to concatenate a set of separate strings and 
combine them into a single string - a very useful CLIPS function for putting smaller 
strings together to create a single string. The ‘?create-function’ variable stores the 
value ‘create-table-source’ during the pattern matching process. The ‘?template-name’ 
variable represents the name of the template to which we wish to make the dynamic 
binding, while the next line of code passes the fact index number - where the template 
is stored in memory. This information allows a programmer to access the slot names 
defined in the template definitions defined.
Using these three arguments, the ‘create-table-source’ code executes. This func­
tion will create a Beacon-TABLE-DATA-SOURCE class definition with the following 
sample source code.
(bind ?table-data-source




"(slot layer-logical-name (default FALSE))"
"(slot table-logical-name (default FALSE))"
"(multislot " Tidentifier-one ")"
"(multislot " ?id ")"))
(progn$ (?slot $?attributes)
(bind ?table-data-source
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The CLIPS bind function will bind the single string expression returned from the
string concatenation function to the variable ‘?table-data-source’. Note that the build
function is being called at the end of the code after the long sequence is strung together.
The build function will create the construct while the program is executing, making the
system very flexible. In addition, a multislot argument is used to define fields within
the class definition. Multislot declaration allows the variable to contain more than a
single value through lists (the reason for choosing multislot variables will become more
explicit in later discussion). To understand this example code better, the following is
what is constructed by appending all of the individual strings above using the Beacon





(slot layer-logical-name (default FALSE))







This class definition is created based on the Beacon template structure, thus creating 
a dynamic binding between template and data source. A similar format is followed 
when creating all class definitions for the remaining templates defined above.
Figure 23 represents the inheritance relationship between a subclass and its super­
class. Since the superclass is defined as abstract and the new binding illustrated above 
inherits from the data source abstract class, the message-handlers must also be dynam­
ically created using the same build function. In addition to the three required handlers, 
new programmer-defined message-handlers can be defined. The three abstract meth­
ods must be implemented, while others can be created if necessary. Continuing with
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the same example the following handlers are dynamically created.
Must define:




get-tables (?template-name) - Gets layer and DB table names,
put-values (?id-one ?fid $?slots) - Puts values for the given ID.
The creation of these methods is done in a similar fasion to the creation of the definition 
class already presented. The attributes of the dynamic state template are used to 
dynamically create each handler and can be viewed in greater detail in the source 
code. The use of each of these handlers will be examined in detail when the update 
module is described in Section 4.6.3.
Great flexibility can be achieved when dynamically binding the data source with 
its respective template. For example, when changing from the bike race monitoring 
problem to the slope monitoring problem, almost all the source code remains identical. 
The Beacon template definition was modified to remove the attribute representing the 
road distance travelled by a rider (i.e. attribute M). The Beacon concept was used again 
to read values reported by the inclinometers, thus leaving all the remaining source code 
the same. Further generalization in future work can even remove this duplication and 
improve code and concept re-use within the modules.
Because the beacon concept remained intact, the initial data source fact remained 
the same as that defined above. However, if the beacon template structure was renamed 
to inclinometer, then we would just need to change the beacon template name to 
inclinometer in the template definition and within the data source definition. Again, 
all the remaining source code would remain as is, achieving data source independence 
- meaning any data source can be used once its respective class is defined. During 
the initial testing phases of development a file, a DB table, and a spatial DB (i.e. the 
attribute table for an ArcGIS shapefile) were created and used, but only a single data
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source, DB tables, were used in later construction of the examples. Other sources, such 
as a serial port or T C P/IP  socket, can be defined in the future.
4.6.2 Spatial D ecision Support System  (SDSS) Engine Loading
After the dynamic bind is achieved for each dynamic state template based on the 
domain and sensor ontologies, the system posts a fact notifying the other rules that this 
initialization is indeed complete. This allows the system to continue with the initial­
ization process. The second part of the initialization is to load the core SDSS engine. 
In this step the UPDATE and APPLICATION modules are loaded into the ArcAgents 
environment. If these files are loaded correctly by the system, then the (initialization) 
fact is retracted and reasserted with a ‘true’ value to indicate that initialization has 
now successfully completed. In addition, the system relies on a ‘TimerFact’ that gets 
generated by the ArcAgents environment. This fact is posted based on the operating 
system clock and used to simulate ‘near-real-time’ data flow in the example systems. 
This is also set during initialization and the facts that are posted are used to initiate 
the update and evaluate cycle initially. In a similar fashion, the SDSS will re-evaluate 
all the rules based on updated values that are received by the system in the new cycle 
that is triggered by the newly posted ‘TimerFact’.
After the (initialization) fact is posted with a ‘true’ value and all data sources have 
been created, the system is in a state that is ready to begin updating and evaluating 
spatial data. The following rule is used to start the cycle execution.
(defrule MAIN::Starting-Cycle
?timer-fact <- (TimerFact ?time)
?f <- (cycle ?current-cycle)
(initialization ?value)
(forall (data-source $?stuff ?value)
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(retract ?f)
(printout t "Evaluating cycle: " (+ ?current-cycle 1) crlf)









The first condition of the rule pattern matches on the (TimerFact) that was set up 
to simulate ‘near-real-time’ data flow in the example systems. The (TimerFact) is 
accompanied with a time stamp of the time the fact was posted in the fact base 
(hh:mm:ss). A fact containing the current cycle is used to keep track of the cycle 
currently being evaluated by the system. The final condition makes sure that the 
initialization fact and all data sources have been set to a value of ‘true’. True designates 
that the sources have been initialized and the SDSS core engine has loaded sucessfully. 
Upon satisfying all conditions, the actions of the starting cycle rule are fired. In 
particular a focus function is called. The focus function is used within CLIPS to 
control the execution order of the defined modules. The focus function allows the 
programmer to decide on the order which each module will be executed. The focus 
command creates a stack pushing the names of each module onto the stack one at a 
time. For example, the UPDATE module will be the first to execute (on top of the 
stack), meaning that the rules in the UPDATE module will fire, and only these rules 
during program execution. This will continue until either a system halt is reached or no 
more rules can fire within the given module. The system will then pop the UPDATE 
module off the top of the stack and allow for the APPLICATION module to execute 
next. Similarly, this process will continue until a halt is reached or all the rules that
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can execute have been fired. This pattern is repeated for all the modules until the last
one is reached. After the execution of the final module, control is returned back to
the MAIN module where the rules within the MAIN module are re-evaluated. Since
the (TimerFact) is being posted on a timed sequence the'system will believe that new
values have been received in the system when the new (TimerFact) is posted and the
system will perform the same focus stack again.
This update and evaluate cycle will continue until a system halt is reached or until
the following end cycle rule is reached.
(defrule MAIN::Ending-Cycle
(not (data-source $?stuff true))
= >
(acEnableTimer False False False)
(acClearSelection)
(acRefreshMap)
(printout t "All data sources have been processed and")
(printout t " evaluated." crlf)
(printout t "Halting the system." crlf)
(halt)
) ;
This rule has one single condition that checks to see if all data sources have been 
processed. During the execution of the focus stack a rule in the UPDATE module is 
used to check the status of the data source - checking to see if more data needs to be 
processed. Thus, this rule will set the value of a data source to false when all values 
have been processed. Once all data sources have been set to false the MAIN module 
will detect this and fire the ending cycle rule. This rule stops the (TimerFact) from 
being posted and will halt the system leaving a message for the user that all data 
sources have been processed.
4.6.3 U PD A T E  M odule
The goal of the update module is to get the values from the data source and to 
update each template with the new values supplied by the sensors. To achieve this, the
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(object (is-a DATA-SOURCE) (name Tsource))





?update-function <- (Sensor-Type (template ?template-name))
(test (and (member$ ?template-name $?template-list))
= >
















The first condition retrieves the current cycle being executed by the system. The next 
condition retrieves the dynamic template list to confirm that the template is indeed a 
dynamic state template. The next condition illustrates the generality achieved by using
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CLIPS’s COOL extension. The keyword object is used to match on any object instance 
created within CLIPS. In particular, the first argument specifies tha t the next cycle 
rule is interested in objects that inherit from the data source described above. Since 
there are many possible instances, the second argument uses another CLIPS keyword 
to match unique instance names. This instance name is then used in the next condition 
to retrieve the reference to the original data source fact, where a ‘module-source’ can 
be identified and the reference can be given to the correct module for the data source 
of interest.
Each sensor used in the candidate system has different requirements for updating 
spatial position based on the values received by the data sources. This is represented by 
a Sensor-Type template defined within the SENSOR ontology. The template structure 
is as follows:
(deftemplate SENSOR::Sensor-Type 
(slot template (type STRING SYMBOL))





The first slot contains a reference to a specific template, while the second slot is used to 
store which type of update is required for the dynamic state template. In the ontology 
currently defined there are three different situations that arise: Absolute, Incremental, 
and Cumulative. Absolute means that the last X,Y coordinates are replaced by the 
newly reported X,Y location. An Incremental sensor type means that the reported 
delta X and delta Y values are added to the last X,Y coordinates and these new 
values replace the old location. The final sensor type, Cumulative, adds the newly 
reported delta X and delta Y to the original X,Y (bound at initialization) and these 
new values are used to replace the last location. For the bike race application the 
Absolute setting is used, while the Cumulative update mechanism is used for the slope
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monitoring application. These will be described in more detail within this section and 
in the description of each application.
After the (next-cycle) rule conditions are met the system then goes on to execute 
the actions. The first action is to send a message to the object instance to process 
the next cycle for the given template, with a specific sensor type and for the current 
cycle being examined within the system. An example using the bike demonstration is 
provided here to illustrate how an update cycle executes. If the next cycle is called 
for the first time the next cycle will call the user-defined message-handier ‘get-tables’. 
The ‘get-tables’ handler will output a dialog box asking the user of the system to enter 
both the name of the data source table and the spatial layer that will be updated. In 
the instance of the bike race these questions will be asked twice since there will be two 
data sources for the two different dynamic state templates (riders and the peloton). 
After receiving the required information the next cycle will request the new values for 
the current cycle.
(bind $?values
(acTableGetFieldValues RUpdate cycle=l (create$ Beacon_ID ID X Y M)))
The ‘acTableGetFieldValues’ function will contact the DB table for the Beacon tem­
plate, ‘RUpdate’ in this case, where the cycle is equal to 1, the first cycle in this 
instance. The final arguement specifies which attributes we are interested in updating. 
This function request is translated into a SQL statement where the different values 
for the beacon template are retrieved for the given cycle condition. The ‘acTableGet­
FieldValues’ function then takes the results and creates a list structure that is returned 
to the program for processing. W ith the results, the eval function in CLIPS is used 
to dynamically call a function that corresponds to the specific sensor type update re­
quired for the given values. As already described, this individual functions will update 
the values accordingly and return the results within the same list supplied. The next
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step in the next cycle evaluation is to grab each individual value and call the ‘put-
values’ handler to place the updated values into the multislot attributes defined during
the dynamic binding. After all values are processed the following is an example of




Beacon_ID= (B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 )
X= (7.96 6.93 5.01 1.83 2.82 3.16 )
Y= (571.85 573.53 570.33 570.75 569.31 571. 68)
M= (0 0 0 0 0 0 )
The values are specifically lined up in the example above to show that a column rep­
resents all the updated values for beacon ‘BT and so on. This simple structure allows 
for any number of sensors to be monitored at any given time. The ‘next-cycle’ handler 
wraps up exectuion by testing the next cycle to see if values are present within the 
given data source and returns a value of ‘more’ if there is more to process, but returns 
a value of ‘zero’ if the data source has been processed. After the ‘next cycle’ message- 
handier has processed the given cycle, the next cycle rule will check the value returned. 
If the value is ‘more’, then the system will move forward, but if the value is ‘zero’, then 
the system will retract the data source and re-assert it with a value of ‘false’ letting 
the main module know that the data source has been completely processed.
The second rule found in the UPDATE module is used to retrieve the individual 
template values from the dynamic data source template structure shown above to 
update each individual beacon template. This rule must wait for the completion of 
the next cycle rule and waits for the next cycle rule to post a fact that indicates that 
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(dynamic-template-list $?list)






?n <- (next-cycle-processed ?template-name)





(bind ?temp-template-name (fact-relation ?fact-address))







(eval (str-cat "(assert " ?template-definition ")"))




The condition works similar to the first rule already described. The action portion of 
this rule skims through the fact list obtaining each template that matches the template 
name that is satisfied in the condition portion of this rule. For each template that is 
retrieved a function call to a convenience function, ‘build-template’, is called to extract 
the data values for the given template and to create the template with the newly 
obtained data values. The ‘build-template’ function will call the ‘get-data’ handler
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with the specific ID that the rule is interested in. The ‘get-data’ handler searches for 
the unique beacon ID’s position within the multislot attribute. Since the position is 
the same for all the values related to the position of the ID, the values can be retrieved 
and returned to the ‘build-template’ function in a list. After the ‘build-template’ 
function constructs the new template the rule retracts the old template definition and 
dynamically asserts the new template definition into the fact base using the ‘eval’ 
function. Finally, the second update rulue will assert a fact stating that the template 
has been updated.
These two rules form the basic update mechanism for the system. CLIPS’s COOL 
allows for a very general and useful mechanism for retrieving and updating dynamic 
state templates which allows for modular and interchangeable data sources (DB table, 
File, Spatial Layer, or other data sources are possible). For completeness purposes it 
should be mentioned that the handler ‘close-data-source’ is used to set each multislot 
variable to a value of ‘none’. The keyword ‘none’ is used to indicate that no values 
are available for the template thus during the application processing the template is 
ignored. The evaluation step of the candidate framework involes the use of a decision 
tree and is application specific. This step will be examined in more detail in Chapter
5.
4.7 Final Candidate Spatial D ecision Support Ssystem  (SDSS) Framework
This section puts all of the previous design discussion into a single, integrated 
structure. Figure 24 represents a visualisation of the final candidate system. By 
integrating the ontology hierarchy and mapping it onto the knowledge-base and fact 
base of the ES, the spatial and domain knowledge can be captured and used by the 
system for reasoning. The ES provides the intelligent component expressed in the 
SDSS concept proposed in Chapter 1. Using the proposed SDSS reasoning engine 
along with the knowledge captured in the ontologies, the ES can combine knowledge 
and facts regarding the domain upon which to reason. The ArcAgents bridge allows
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for the reasoning capabilities to be expressed through the GIS and also gives access 
to spatially represented features and their associated relationships. ArcGIS provides 
the mechanism for storing and manipulating spatial data in an effective manner, while 
creating a UI for communication with the user. By expanding the UI of the GIS, the 
SDSS front end can display and obtain information needed for the execution of the 
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Figure 24: The complete ArcGIS, CLIPS candidate system.
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5 Exam ple M onitoring Applications
The structure and operation of the combined ES-GIS environment is illustrated through 
two examples of monitoring and evaluating spatially organized phenomena. To begin, 
a simulated “Tour de France” style bike race demonstrates automated identification of 
spatial concepts using data collected from simulated global positioning system beacons 
(Section 5.1). The second example looks at a simulated unstable slope being moni­
tored with a dozen inclinometers installed in boreholes. This example applies similar 
identification principles with the exception that the domain is that of slopes and not 
riders (Section 5.2). The example applications in this chapter illlustrate the operation 
of the framework outlined at the beinning of Chapter 4.
5.1 Bike R ace M onitoring Application
A simulated bike race demonstrates automated identification of spatial concepts 
such as the peloton, leader, and the race stage using data collected from simulated 
GPS beacons. Examples include identification of individual riders or a pack of riders 
with respect to the course map and relative to other riders. In addition, a number of 
interesting behaviours are observed and identified by the system, for example riders 
leaving the course, riders falling off pace from the lead pack or riders who suddenly 
stop riding. Further, a rider may manage to veer off course and continue to stay off 
course (flagging an alert that the rider has done so). To demonstrate these concepts 
a basic bike race scenario was contructed for a hypothetical city called Fort Broome. 
Figure 25 shows a broad map of the city centre with various features (e.g. lakes, rivers, 
secondary roads, etc.). The race has six riders and a reasonably straight course that 
goes for about 3.5 kilometres. It should be noted that this example is nowhere near a 
full length bike race demo because focus was placed on identifying the different spatial 
concepts and not actually monitoring a real bike race.
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Figure 25: Bike race monitoring scenario taking place in Fort Broome.
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This small example lays the foundation for a number of spatial concepts to be 
identified. Figure 26 illustrates the concepts that are identified while the bike race is 
being monitored using a decision tree-like structure. Ellipses represent groups of riders 
who are active and for whom some kind of spatial concept is being identified. Boxes 
represent groups of inactive riders about whom no other decisions are being made. 
The decision tree structure - defined as both a knowledge representation scheme and a 
method of reasoning about the knowledge being represented (Moret, 1982) - illustrated 
in the figure was used to identify the spatial concepts and the relationships between 
them. Starting at the top of the figure all active riders are determined in a given cycle 
of evaluation. From there the riders are broken up into different subgroups based on the 
branches in the figure. The diagram shows each sub group and the high-level rules that 
were generated from the structure being shown. The diagram can be understood in 
greater detail by looking at the rules that were generated from the high-level diagram. 
The numbered points below correspond to the spatial concept in the tree structure 
shown in the figure.
1. A rider is determined to be active in the race if new values have been received 
from the rider’s attached GPS unit. Figure 26 uses elipses to show a spatial 
concept being identitified.
2. A rider is determined to be non active if there are no new values are reported by 
their GPS unit.
3. If a rider’s position is less than some distance from road, then the rider is ‘ON 
ROAD’; otherwise, the rider is ‘OFF ROAD’. A line is shown in Figure 26 going 
from the active riders to ‘ON ROAD’ and ‘OFF ROAD’ because the rider must 
first be considered active in order to be considered on or off of the road. A line 
is used to represent that the previous spatial concept must be determined before 
the current state can be identified.
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4. If a rider is ‘ON ROAD’ and is within the centre cluster, then the rider is in the 
‘PELOTON’.
5. If a rider is ‘ON ROAD’ and not in the ‘PELOTON’ and the m-position is greater 
than the peloton’s m-position (cluster centre), then the rider is in the ‘LEADERS’ 
group.
6. If a rider is ‘ON ROAD’ and not in ‘PELOTON’ and the m-position is less than 
the peloton’s m-position, then the rider is in the ‘STRAGGLERS’ group.
7. If a rider is ‘ON ROAD’ and is within the ‘LEADERS’ group and the m-position 
is the maximum m-position within the group, then the rider is in ‘FIRST’ place.
8. If a rider is ‘ON ROAD’ and is within the ‘STRAGGLERS’ group and the m- 
position is the minimum m-position within the group, then the rider is in ‘LAST’ 
place.
9. If a rider is ‘OFF ROAD’ and the last state of the rider was ‘ON ROAD’, then 
the rider has ‘LEFT COURSE’.
10. If a rider is ‘OFF ROAD’ and the last state of the rider was ‘LEFT COURSE’, 
then the rider is ‘OF CONCERN’.
11. If a rider is ‘OFF ROAD’ and the last-state of the rider was ‘OF CONCERN’, 
then continue placing the rider in the ‘OF CONCERN’ group.
12. If a rider is ‘ON ROAD’ and the m-position is greater than the course finish line’s 
m-position, then the rider is ‘FINISHED’ the race. The box in this situation 
represents an end state obtained by the rider.
This small subset of a full bike race represents a very basic conceptualization used to 
develop the monitoring example.
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Figure 26: Tree structure used to conceptualize spatial concepts identified in the bike 
race monitoring application.
5.1.1 O ntology D evelopm ent - General Principles
Due to the small number of concepts necessary for the bike race demonstration a 
subset of the ontology representation and ontology development techniques (Chapter 
3) were used during development. For the purpose of identifying concepts within the 
domain of the bike race monitoring the ontology representation chosen was natural 
language. The main reason for choosing natural language as the representation lan­
guage for ontology development was due to the development team size of one, which 
was well undersized in comparison to a working group for a full SDSS project. De­
velopment was constrained to the first phase, the conception phase, where concepts 
were represented using natural language and implemented from these descriptions in
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the final system. In comparison, a larger development team working on a full system 
should consider further development of the respective ontologies due to the inherent 
increase in dependent relationships as the number of concepts increase.
5.1.2 Spatial R elationships
The spatial relationships that are the main focus of the bike demonstration include, 
but are not limited to, identification of the following: leader of a race, first and last 
place riders, riders veering off course, etc. Given some of the structures discussed 
above the spatial relationship of a leader can be identified. The leader, as shown in the 
conceptualization above, is identified from a ‘LEADERS’ group where the race leader 
contains the maximum distance travelled in the given group. During the running of 
the race - after the initial time step and before final time step - the concept of a peloton 
is identified. In cycling jargon, the peloton refers to the main pack of riders that are 
either trailing the leading group of riders and are attempting to catch up to or include 
the leading group. W ith the identification of the peloton other spatial concepts of 
trailing the leading pack can be defined. Riders can also be viewed in relation to the 
course. By using a spatial buffer operation around the course path that riders should 
be following, the relationship between each rider and the course can be determined 
(on or off road). A rider falling outside the buffer can then be further investigated to 
determine if the current reading of the rider’s location was inaccurate and the sensor 
reporting the location is malfunctioning, the rider has left the course and is in trouble, 
or the rider is attempting to cheat by finding a short cut path.
5.1.3 Tem poral Structures
The spatial relationships identified above require a strong relationship to the tem­
poral structures in place. In order to establish some of the relationships above, some 
form of the temporal concepts must be in place. For example, to determine if a rider 
has suddenly veered off course, the bike demonstration uses the history state template
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along with the current state information to determine if a rider has just gone off course 
or has been off the course for some time. As is well known in the cycling world, riders 
are dealing with bike malfunctions constantly, and can veer off course many times dur­
ing the course of a race. This study’s focus was placed more on identification of strange 
behaviour versus typical rider behaviour. Thus, riders are only of concern if they are off 
the course for a prolonged period of time. In addition, the ontology conceptualization 
shown above is not complete, but is used to demonstrate one possible monitoring sce­
nario. The prototype iteration cycle can be used to refine the conceptualization until 
a satisfactory level of description is reached within the developed system, or design 
objectives are met.
In order to minimize the complex nature of time in this monitoring example, very 
straightforward time structures were put in place. First, the idea of a (TimerFact) was 
created to help simulate a ‘near-real-time’ sensor data being input into the candidate 
system. The timer fact is an assertion made into the fact base within the ArcAgents 
environment to signal that new data are ready for processing. This would signal the 
system to read in the new values from the GPS sensors observing the riders and to 
process the various relationships. In addition, the temporal interval at which this 
assertion would be made can be set by the programmer. For example, the timer can 
be set to post a fact once every second or any other time interval specified in seconds. 
This programmable assertion was used to initiate action after the system had finished 
processing all the rules that could be fired from evaluating the new sensor values 
obtained and processing through the structure described in Chapter 4. In order for the 
monitoring system to track the number of cycles the system had executed during the 
evaluation of sensor values a (cycle) fact was created. W ith the cycle fact, trends of 
unexpected or abnormal behaviour could now be monitored more effectively. It may 
very well be the case that the rider’s beacon is malfunctioning and produced spurious 
location values. This fact also prevented the system from evaluating new sensor values
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without processing the current values - a synchronization of the internal dynamic of 
the system.
As stated above, the temporal aspects of any monitoring system can become com­
plex fairly quickly. Due to this expected intricacy, the constructs above were created 
to allow for straightforward temporal issues to be handled within the system. Be­
cause of the strong relationship between spatial relationships and temporal issues, the 
two where combined into a ‘SPATIAL-TEMPORAL’ ontology. This ontology, when 
viewed in the hierarchy of ontology development described previously, can be viewed 
as a top-level ontology where the concepts identified can be easily transferred among 
many different monitoring situations and can be defined in a way that is independent 
of the middle level ontologies in the ontology hierarchy.
5.1.4 Sensor Structure
A single beacon was used for each rider in the race. In order to monitor a rider in 
the bike race, a beacon was attached to each individual rider, similar to a GPS watch. 
It reports the current X, Y location along with the distance traveled along the course. 
As each time slot of execution is processed by the system, the beacon queries a static 
database where the information for each rider is stored. In the same way, a sensor in 
a real monitoring example might update the database with the new values and then 
notify the system of the updated values for processing. This concept has already been 
explicitly defined above and just described here to give specific reference to the bike 
demonstration.
5.1.5 B asic D ata  Stream  Structure
In order to allow the values of the beacon to be retrieved, a static database table 
structure was created that stored the X, Y location values, and the distance traveled. 
Therefore, when evaluating a particular time period, the beacon’s values could be 
retrieved. Another important reason for the database structure is to provide a backup
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mechanism for storing data sets that allows a domain expert to view the previous 
sensor state values, if deemed necessary. In addition to the basic database tables, the 
KB was set up to access personal information contained on the riders in a separate DB 
table. This included items such as: rider nick names, world ranking, etc. Although the 
bike race demonstration provides a simple data stream structure, it lays a foundation 
on how other useful ancillary information can be manipulated by the SDSS.
5.1.6 A pplication Ontology
The decision tree structure was translated from high-level rule statements into a 
number of facts tha t represented requests from the application ontology to evaluate the 
interesting parts of the application. The following shows the facts asserted to request 
active and non-active riders be determined by the system.
(todo-list Activity Within Leading Finished Places Trouble)
(list active active-list )
(list non-active non-active-list)
(function-test Active Activity Find-Active active-list Beacon 
Beacon_ID ID X Y)
(function-test Active Activity Find-Not-Active non-active-list 
Beacon Beacon_ID ID X Y)
The first fact posted in the application ontology is the notion of a ‘todo-list’. This 
list represents the different types of inquiries that are possible in the bike application. 
For example, the keyword ‘Activity’ is used to determine riders who are active, conse­
quently determining non-active riders. The next two facts assert the lists for active and 
non-active riders. When determining a rider association to the different subgroups, list 
structures were used since they are the primary data structure in the CLIPS program­
ming language. The final two facts are used to represent the request to find both active 
and non-active riders during the execution of the race. The ‘function-test’ fact allows 
the entire decision tree structure to be executed using a single rule in the application
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ontology.
The following is the single rule used to handle all requests represented by the 











(list ?type ?list-name $?elements)
(test (and (memberS ?template-name $?template-list)










(implodeS $?arguments) ")" ))
This rule pattern matches to the generic ‘function-test’ used to represent all the dif­
ferent requests made in the decision tree structure shown above. In addition, the 
‘todo-list’ fact is matched against, and used to test the validity of the operation being 
asked of the monitoring program. The idea of the ‘todo-list’ is to allow things that are 
no longer of interest to be removed from the list of things to do during an evaluation 
cycle, and also to allow the addition of new items to be examined. The decision tree
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also confirms tha t we are working with a dynamic state template, and the matching list 
for the concept being identified. Once satisfied, the action of this rule is to evaluate the 
given request. A unique function representing each request is implemented to address 
each request in the application. When a new function needs to be implemented, only 
the addition of new facts and function need to be implemented, while the decision tree 
rule can remain the same. This allows a developer to test new ideas in a manner that 
does not require a lot of change in the application ontology.
5.1.7 Bike M onitoring Exam ples
Basic identification of the active riders, riders on course, a rider in first place, 
another rider in last place, a leaders and stragglers list, and a peloton list can be seen 
in Figure 27. The monitoring system recognized the lead pack (i.e. peloton), and the 
relationship of other riders considered to be outside the lead pack. Viewing an early 
fourth time step of the race, it can be seen that rider R6 is leading all riders, both 
visually, and based on distance travelled. The peloton is seen as riders R3, R2, R l. This 
group forms a peloton for the given cycle of evaluation. Once the peloton is determined, 
the relationship of riders outside the peloton can be analyzed. It is determined that 
riders R4 and R5 are lagging behind and are placed inside the stragglers group. Since 
these riders remain active and on course there is no need to raise any alarm bells and it 
can be assumed that they are just experiencing difficulties. These stragglers may spur 
some future investigation tha t will be illustrated in more examples shown below. The
Figure 27: A zoomed in picture showing the rider positions after evaluating the fourth 
time cycle in the bike race monitoring demonstration.
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indentification is returned through the ArcAgents command prompt and shown here:
Riders in the peloton-list are : (“ R3’)
Riders in the stragglers-list are: (“ R5
Riders in the leaders-list are : (“ R6’’)
Riders in the first-list are: (‘‘R6J’)
Riders in the last-list are: (‘‘R5’ ’)
Riders in the on-road-list are : (“ Rl' >
‘ ‘R6’’)
Riders in the active-list are: (“ Rl’ ’ C
'‘R6’’)
m ”  “ R 2 ”  ‘‘R3’’ “ R4”  “ R5”  
'  “ R 2 ”  “ R3”  ‘‘R4’’ “ R5”
The next interesting stage of the race occurs when one of the riders, in particular 
R5, appears to have taken a turn on a secondary road tha t is not part of the main 
course (Figure 28). Rider R5 makes an incorrect turn and may be attempting to cheat. 
The system identifies this behaviour by placing the rider into an off course grouping. 
The system does not over-react to the initial change in direction and initiates further 
investigation. After another time step, R4 continues moving off the main course and 
the system conjectures that this behaviour is unusual. The system changes the status 
of the rider from just being in an ‘OFF ROAD’ state to that ‘OF CONCERN’. The 
system continues to place this rider in an ‘OF CONCERN’ state until eventually the 
rider becomes inactive and is placed in an inactive grouping. This particular rider could 
have veered off course for a number of reasons. The system only currently identifies 
the general situation and does not attem pt to investigate the situation further. This 
illustrates tha t the conceptualization shown in the decision tree is not a complete 
one. More importantly, this flaw can lead to useful discussions as to what type of 
investigation should be carried out, or how it would be done. This dialog with a race 
expert helps to refine the ontology and create a system that will match the domain 
expert’s knowledge more closely. This topic will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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Figure 28: Illustrating the bike application after cycle 9 of evaluation. Rider R5 is 
being identified as ‘OF CONCERN’ in this scenario.
Cycle 8 and 9 are examined in this example in order to illustrate the use of the
history state to determine a rider going off course and then becoming of concern in the
next stage as the rider remains in an off course path. Cycle 8 identifies rider R5 heading
off course and adds the rider to the ‘OFF ROAD’ and ‘LEFT COURSE’ groupings:
Riders in the left-course-list are: (<<R5,0
Riders in the off-road-list are: (‘‘RS’O
Riders in the peloton-list are: (*c R6J J ‘^ 2 ’’ ‘‘Rl’’)
Riders in the stragglers-list are: (‘‘R4’’ ‘‘RS’’)
Riders in the last-list are: (‘‘R4’’)
Riders in the on-road-list are: (‘‘Rl’’ ‘‘R2’’ ‘‘R3’’ ‘^ 4 ’’ ‘^ 6 ’’)
Riders in the active-list are: (“ R1”  “ R2”  “ RS”  “ R4”  “ R5”
‘ ‘R6’ ’ )
In the next cycle, rider R5 remains off the course path and is thus moved from the
‘LEFT COURSE’ list and placed into an ‘OF CONCERN’ list. Note the changes in
the lists produced above. The results of evaluating cycle 9 go as follows.
Riders in the of-concern-list are: (“ R5” )
Riders in the off-road-list are: (‘‘R5’’)
Riders in the peloton-list are: (‘‘R6’’ ‘‘R2’’ ‘‘R O O  
Riders in the stragglers-list are: (''R4J’ ‘‘RS’’)
Riders in the last-list are: (“ R4’’)
Riders in the on-road-list are: (‘‘Rl’’ ‘^ 2 ’’ ‘‘R3,} ‘‘R4,} ‘‘Re’’) 
Riders in the active-list are: (‘‘Rl’’ ,^R2,, ‘‘RS”  ‘‘R4’' ‘‘RS''
“ R e ” )
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Another interesting stage of the race occurs when some of the riders, in particular 
R4 and R5, stop receiving values from their beacons half way through the monitor­
ing scenario. This situation is viewed in Figure 29 below. In this situation, we see 
riders who stop racing abruptly. The system recognizes this state and immediately 
puts the two riders into an inactive state, which can be addressed further, and the 
system continues to monitor the other riders closely. In order to provide a more firm 
conclusion, more data would be required, but based on the current information the 
system concludes that the rider is no longer participating in the race and simply lists 
them as inactive. Rider R4 stops receving data values at cycle 17. The bike application
Figure 29: Shows a snap shot of the bike application after evaluating cycle 22 and 
showing rider R4 and R5 falling well behind.
recognizes this and places rider R4 into an inactive state:
Riders in the of-concern-list are: (‘‘R5’’)
Riders in the off-road-list are: (‘‘R5’’)
Riders in the peloton-list are: (‘‘R3’’)
Riders in the stragglers-list are: (‘‘RS’’)
Riders in the leaders-list are: (‘‘R2’’ ‘‘Rl’»)
Riders in the first-list are: (c fR2 '’)
Riders in the last-list are: (‘‘Re’’)
Riders in the on-road-list are: (‘‘Rl’’ ‘‘R2’ ’
Riders in the active-list are: (‘‘Rl’’ ‘‘R2 ’ ’ ‘
Riders in the non-active-list are: (‘‘R4’’)
‘R 3 ’ ’ “ R 5 ”  “ R 6 ” )
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The make-up of the race has changed considerably by cycle 17. Rider R5’s beacon 
begins to stop transmitting location information and is moved into the non-active-list 
to join rider R4 in an inactive state.
Riders in the on-road-list are: (‘‘Rf.’’ ‘‘R2’’ ‘‘RS’’ ‘‘R6 ’’)
Riders in the active-list are: (‘‘RIP’ ‘^ 2 ’’ ‘'R3’’ ‘‘R6 ’’)
Riders in the non-active-list are: (‘‘R5’’ ‘,R4,))
Rider R5 stops transmitting in cycle 22. The above output also shows that even 
though riders are active and on road, none of the other lists are created. Based on the 
conceptulization for this particular application the riders are not within range of the 
peloton centre, thus a ‘PELOTON LIST’ is not created. W ithout this list the leaders 
and stragglers cannot be determined in the race, showing another shortfall of the first 
bike race conceptulization and identifying another spot for the development team to 
discuss and refine.
The final stage of the race occurs when the data source has been completely pro­
cessed, which happens to be when the riders cross the finish line. Figure 30 shows riders 
that completed the course and leaves out the inactive riders since their last known state 
is well behind the other riders. This cycle also illustrates the termination of the system 
by firing the ‘Ending-Cycle’ rule described in Chapter 4. The cycle terminates after
Figure 30: Illustrates the end of the bike race, and end of processing the data sources 
for riders.
38 loops and returns the following results:
Riders in the finished-list are: (‘‘Rf.’* ‘^2'' ‘‘R3’’ ‘‘R6 ’’)
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Riders in the non-active-list are: (‘‘Rl’' '‘R2’’ ‘‘RS’* <fR4’’ ‘‘R5’’
‘ ‘ R 6 ’ ’ )
All data sources have been processed and evaluated.
Halting the system.
5.2 U nstable Slope M onitoring
To illustrate the transference of knowledge captured within the bike monitoring 
scenario to tha t of slopes, the following basic simulated slope was conceived by Mark 
Diederichs, a geotechnical engineer with the GIST network. Figure 31 represents a 
vertical section with east positive and to the right. The slope contains a number of 
materials and two shear zones. There are three distinct shear blocks that can move 
as units defined by the shear zones. The material in between can fail and create dif­
ferentially moving zones horizontally. There are seventy-two data collection locations 
labelled 1 through 72 in the figure. The only data being reported during the execution 
of the monitoring proces is horizontal displacement (east positive) collected at incli­
nometer reference points - where each borehole has 6 of these data collection points.
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Data Collection Location Shear Zones 
Zone
V /A 1 i i Above
II 2 Below
m 3 l l Middle
4 Elastic (Non Yielding) Material
Figure 31: Unstable slope monitoring scenario taking place with simulated data.
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Similar to the bike monitoring example, a decision tree representing the concep­
tualization was created based on the description above (see Figure 32). The figure 
illustrates four items that are of interest in the monitoring scenario and correspond to 
the number scheme used with the following items.
1. From the list of points, determine borehole classification based on the similar 
eastings (but possibly not identical) coordinate of each data collection location. 
All locations with a similar easting can be grouped into a single borehole.
2. Active points are identified from the collection points with the following domain 
specific knowledge - active points are increasing in displacement with an incre­
ment greater than one percent of the current cumulative displacement magnitude. 
If the collection point moves, but not a sufficient amount, it is still considered 
inactive.
3. Points in a contiguous rockmass (discrete zone of movement east to west) should 
be categorized.
4. Number of active points in each moving zone should be identified for each borehole 
(using keywords above, between and below to describe the shear zone movement).
After the bike race demonstration was implemented, a geotechnical engineer was ex­
posed to the system operation and asked to come up with a simulated slope that could 
be used to demonstrate the candidate framework within the related field. The result 
is what has been described above and captured in the decision tree below. Again, this 
conceptualization is incomplete and only demonstrates basic identification that would 
be useful to a geotechnical engineer.
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A ctive
Points
R o ckm a ss
I M oving 
sJ Zones
Figure 32: Tree structure used to conceptualize spatial concepts identified in the un­
stable slope monitoring application. This decision tree was based on a description 
provided from a geotechnical engineer.
5.2.1 A pplication O ntology
The above decision tree structure was translated into a number of facts similar to 





(function-test Active Activity Find-Active active-list Beacon 
Beacon_ID ID X History-LastX last-state)
Before the system can begin to evaluate active points within the system each inclinome­
ter data collection location must be identified and grouped together. The initialization 
fact is used to perform this grouping operation, while each borehole list is identified
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using alpha numeric characters to represent each unique grouping. The same (list) and 
(function-test) facts exist in the slope monitoring application. The facts are not shown 
since their structure is identical to the structure used in the bike example application.
5.2.2 Slope M onitoring Exam ples
The identification of each inclinometer location within the unstable slope scenario 
is done during system initialization. The following groupings are printed out after 
the initial cycle has executed, grouping each DCL, based on their easting value on
initiation, together.
Borehole A has easting: 86.428 and DCL..IDs: (55 59 63 67 70 72)
Borehole B has easting: 173.497 and DCL..IDs: (54 58 62 6 6 69 71)
Borehole C has easting: 253.309 and DCL..IDs: (48 51 56 60 65 6 8 )
Borehole D has easting: 442.763 and DCL..IDs: (45 49 52 57 61 64)
Borehole E has easting: 516.932 and DCL..IDs: (36 39 43 46 50 53)
Borehole F has easting: 559.66 and DCL..IDs: (26 31 35 41 44 47)
Borehole G has easting: 559.66 and DCL..IDs: ( 2 0 27 32 37 40 42)
Borehole H has easting: 653.984 and DCL..IDs: (14 19 25 29 33 38)
Borehole I has easting: 698.325 and DCL..IDs: (7 1 1 16 2 1 30 34)
Borehole J has easting: 742.665 and DCL..IDs: (5 9 13 18 2 2 28)
Borehole K has easting: 828.927 and DCL..IDs: ( 2 4 8 1 2 17 24)
Borehole L has easting: 934.538 and DCL. IDs: ( 1 3 6 1 0 15 23)
The output just shows the label given to the unique borehole grouping and the DCL 
IDs associated with each grouping. If the DCLs are grouped by a borehole identifier 
it is easier to orient and direct the user to view particular events on the display. The 
grouping is based on an initial easting value with a tolerance, defined by the user of 
the system. In this instance a fact above showed a tolerance of 3 metres. There is no 
need to show a screen shot, since Figure 31 illustrates the grouping by default. It is 
difficult to notice, however, that the DCLs vary in easting values at initialization time. 
If no tolernace is specified then there would be more groups of sensors.
The next example is shown after cycle 5, where the first real active points are 
identified within the system. This stage demonstrates each of the groupings defined in 
the decision tree above. The results are broken up to have a quick discussion about
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Rock Maes 12
Figure 33: Zoomed Rock mass with ID 12 to see the active DCLs.
the things being identified. Again, the figure is not displayed since the moving of data 
location points are so small (0.0001 mm) that no visible difference can be displayed on 
the X m long profile. The first thing identified are the active points.
Data points that are active go as follows:
72 70 65 61 59 54 53 51 48 47 46 44 36 30 27 26 25 24 22 7 4 3 2
These points are determined as described in the decision tree.
The next identification task was to group active points with respect to a contigous 
rockmass, which was defined as a zone of movement east to west. The following output 
is generated for this identification:
Rock-Mass 2 has 1 DCL that are active: (“ 44” )
Rock-Mass 4 has 2 DCL that are active: (“ 53”  ‘‘47’ ’
Rock-Mass 6 has 1 DCL that are active: (‘ '30” )
Rock-Mass 8 has 1 DCL that are active: (“ 48” )
Rock-Mass 9 has 1 DCL that are active: (“ 36” )
Rock-Mass 1 0 has 1 DCL that are active: (“ 51” )
Rock-Mass 1 1 has 3 DCL that are active: (“ 65”  ‘‘61”
Rock-Mass 1 2 has 6 DCL that are active: (“ 27”  ‘ 




‘25”  “ 24”
Figure 33 zooms into rock mass with ID 12 to show the active DCLs. The figure may 
be difficult to see, but is just there to illustrate that DCL IDs identified do belong to 
rock mass 12. Similarly, data collection locations are identified for the material zones 
and shear block zones of movement. The following shows the results:
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Material Zones:
Materials 1 has 6  DCL that are active: (“ 65”  ‘‘61’’ ‘‘53’’ ‘‘51’’
‘‘47’’ “  46 ”  )
Materials 2 has 2 DCL that are active: (‘‘48’’ ‘‘44’’)
Materials 3 has 1 DCL that are active: (‘‘36’')
Materials 4 has 7 DCL that are active: (“ 30”  ‘ ‘ 2 7 ’ ’  ‘ ‘ 2 6 ’ ’  ‘ ‘ 2 5 ’ ’
< 1 22 J 3 ( e7 J 5)
Shear Block Zone:
Shear Block 1 has 9 DCL that are active: ( “ 5 1 ” “ 4 8 ”  “ 3 6 ”  “ 2 7 ”
“ 2 6 ” “ 2 5 ”  “ 2 4 ”  “ 2 2 ”
“ 7 ” )
Shear Block 2 has 4 DCL that are active: ( “ 6 5 ” “ 61”  “ 46”  “ 30” )
Shear Block 3 has 3 DCL that are active: ( “ 5 3 ’ ’ < < 4 7  > > ‘ < 4 4  > >)
The final identification piece was to identify moving zones within each borehole 
identified during intialization. A classification scheme of above, between and above 
shear zones was based on the DCL relative to the shear zone block it belonged to. The
following results where returned by the system:
Borehole C has 2 moving zones: (“ Middle” ' ‘Below” )
Borehole D has 1 moving zones: (“ Middle” )
Borehole E has 3 moving zones: (“ Above”  ‘‘Middle”
Borehole F has 2 moving zones: (“ Above”  ‘‘Below” )
Borehole G has 1 moving zones: (“ Below” )
Borehole H has 1 moving zones: (“ Below” )
Borehole I has 3 moving zones: (“ Middle” ‘ ‘Below” )
Borehole J has 1 moving zones: (“ Below’ ’)
Borehole K has 1 moving zones: (“ Below” )
To summarize, this chapter looks at two applications to demonstrate how the can­
didate framework can be constructed. The first application is a simple monitoring 
application in a general, broadly understandable domain to demonstrate the viability 
of the candidate framework. It includes many of the fundamental spatial reasoning 
elements that would be encountered in a broad range of monitoring and evaluation 
problems. The second application takes the framework and the initial ontology devel­
opment from the first application and applies it to the domain we are ultimately in,
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namely slope hazard monitoring. This second application acts as a test of the gen­
erality of the candidate framework by reusing most of the ontology hierarchy. This 
illustrates the power of partitioning the KB using the ontology hierarchy. The sec­
ond application also introduces the notion of a reasoning engine capable of performing 
spatial operations to reason about a given domain.
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6 Conclusion
Many potential slope failure sites exist in Canada. The ability to monitor these poten­
tial sites is of great importance when considering the prospect of loss of life or property 
in both public and private sectors. This work is intended to initiate the process of 
improving the current state of slope monitoring systems. W ith the development of 
monitoring applications with a SDSS tool such as the one proposed here, a domain 
expert will be able to monitor unstable slopes more effectively, assimilating several 
sensor data streams in the context of the hill slope geology. W ith the SDSS helping to 
uncover subtle anomalous patterns in the sensor network, potential slope failures may 
be identified in earlier stages more quickly and therefore the amount of time to execute 
appropriate investigation or emergency response procedures can be increased.
A number of thesis objectives were proposed in the introduction. The following 
examines how each objective was achieved.
1. R eview  of GIS, D S S /S D S S , and ES technology: Chapter 2 provides a 
review of GIS, DSS/SDSS, and ES technology.
2. R eview  o f ontology and software developm ent m ethods: The beginning 
of Chapter 3 reviews many current software system and ontology developments 
of how they may be applied to the development of a slope hazard management 
SDSS.
3. Improved workflow m ethodology: The second half of Chapter 3 is used to 
illustrate a workflow methodology that can improve development of ontologies 
by a multi-disciplinary research workgroup.
4. Framework integrating the ontology hierarchy, ES and GIS to  create a 
candidate spatial support environment: Chapter 4 describes a framework 
that conceptually demonstrates how the ontology hierarchy, ES, and GIS are
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integrated together to create a candidate spatial decision support environment.
5. D em onstrate functionality o f the candidate system  through m onitoring  
examples: Chapter 5 is used to illustrate how a sample system may be put 
together. Starting off with a bike race, several spatially driven rider states were 
identified and demonstrated overall functionality of the system. To relate the 
material back to the proposed application domain, a simulated unstable slope 
monitoring example was used to demonstrate that similar spatially driven data 
collection states could be identified using similar domain and spatial knowledge. 
Two candidate systems were implemented to also strengthen the argument for 
system generality. This was shown by re-using most of the ontology hierarchy in 
both applications.
A number of design criteria were used to guide the development of the candidate 
system. The following re-examines that list to more realistically show which items have 
been achieved.
1. A minimal system needed to illustrate a bike and slope monitoring system has 
been created, and tested with specific cases to illustrate that the proposed frame­
work is possible. Performance was not of concern at this stage and fell outside 
the scope of this thesis. Given the very slow performance (approx. 10 minutes 
to execute the entire bike demo and 55 minutes for the slope monitoring demo), 
an alternative and faster bridge architecture must be identified in future work, 
now that the concept has been shown to be possible. Realistically, many slope 
monitoring systems receive measurements approximately once per day, so if a 
monitoring cycle is slow, this candidate system is still within the realm of feasi­
bility. Something that in this case the slope model reported measurements once 
per day, so 1-2 minutes per daily cycle is likely reasonable.
2. The candidate system can retrieve and update state information with simulated
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data values using modular and interchangeable data sources. W ith the data 
source abstraction in place, this model can be used to create new data sources 
for incoming sensor network streams.
3. The ontology hierarchy was used to represent and reason with declarative knowl­
edge. In particular, the bike demonstration identified concepts such as: peloton, 
leaders, stragglers, off-course, of-concern, etc. The slope demonstration was able 
to identify concepts such as: active points, shear blocks, points within shear block 
zones. All these concepts required domain specific knowledge tha t was captured 
with the decision tree structures.
4. Using CLIPS’s module construct, knowledge could be partitioned to match the 
ontology hierarchy described. This structure helps organize and structure knowl­
edge that can be easily modified and retested within the candidate framework. 
In addition, because the update mechanism is separated from the evaluation por­
tion of the code, the evaluation mechanism could be replaced with an entirely 
new application (as was done with the example applications developed for this 
thesis).
5. As shown through the thesis, several rules remained intact and were reused during 
the development of both candidate systems. Some of the common rules included 
spatial buffer operations and beacon definitions.
6. It was demonstrated that spatial operations could be performed by the system, 
thus allowing the ES to achieve a new way of reasoning about the conceptualized 
monitoring scenarios.
The development of the bike race and slope monitoring demonstrations illustrated 
an initial attem pt at capturing knowledge and coding it within an integrated ES-GIS 
environment. However the system currently makes a number of assumptions, as listed
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below, which have not been addressed in the work presented here, but need to be 
addressed before a real SDSS system can be deployed.
1. Sensor data is always reliable and always available on request by the system. 
This will not always be the situation in a real monitoring system.
2. Sensor values are simulated, but should support reading directly from the sensors. 
This situation was not tested within the current system, but should be before a 
stronger claim of data source generality can be made.
3. All sensors are turned on in the initial system. Some sensors may accidentally 
be turned off to save battery life, and not turned back on at a later stage of 
monitoring.
4. System performance is not considered during the development of the prototype 
system.
5. Further system testing with domain experts and geotechnical engineers present 
is a must to begin the process of identifying real applications of the proposed 
framework.
In conclusion, this thesis mainly demonstrates a possible structure to represent and 
reason with spatial and domain knowledge. In addition, it also shows that it is feasible 
to construct an ES-GIS environment in which this knowledge can be used to identify 
spatial relationships. The proposed framework is in its infancy and has a number of 
issues yet to be resolved, including those mentioned above. This candidate system can 
be used to initiate the prototype development cycle and illustrate the importance of 
such a system within the slope monitoring domain to a community that is unfamiliar 
with expert system technology. In addition, the candidate system illustrates that a 
rule set can be established to produce an inference-based spatial monitoring system. 
Although the candidate framework could not be tested in a real environment, the
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simulated hillslope data closely matched a real world example and was used instead to 
show that the ideas can be transferred outside of a reserach lab. Overall it is hoped 
that this research can be carried forward to and researched further to progress the 
work and convince engineers and domain experts tha t such a system can improve their 
current tool set.
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